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TODAY:
Mostly
sunny.
High 20
Low 15
SATURDAY: Dry. High,
20s Low, teens
SUNDAY: Light rain or
snow.High, 30s.
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Vol. 72, No. 14

Source: National Weather Service
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News
The death of
a former
MSU student
has police
puzzled and
........,...__........,. others talking about the crime's
proximity to campus.
Authorities say there is
no need for concern.
Seepage
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OpEd

Nutt assumes Boise post
•Football: Former Football Head
Coach Houston Nutt ended his
four year stint with the Racers
after an 11-2 season.
BY

C.O.

BRADLEY

NEWS EDITOR

Houston Nutt, who led the Racers to a
22·3 record over the last two years, has
left Murray State to become the head
football coach at Boise State University
in Boise, Idaho. He replaces the late
Pokey Allen, who resigned in December

to resume cancer treatments.
Nutt was unavailable for comment,
but Jim Frank, interim athletic director, spoke at length about Nutt leaving
and the status of the program.
"Coach Nutt was a finalist for the
Baylor job and was contacted by and
talked to New Mexico State," Frank
said. "When he wasn't selected by
Baylor, we thought everything was OK,
but we all knew he wanted to go to I-A"
"It's easier for a I-A assistant at a
prestigious university to get a 1-A head
coaching job than it is for a highly sue-

cessful 1-AA head coach," he said. "He
felt than when the job opened at Boise
State, he better take it because it was
such a good situation. He went out there
thinking he wouldn't like them and they
wouldn't like him, but it was the exact
opposite; they liked him a lot, and he
loved it out there."
'
"You can't blame anyone," he said.
"That's just life at Murray State with
football and basketball coaches. When
they become successful they move on.
Every three to five years we have to go
through this. That's just the way it is."

Although concern has been raised
about the program's financial situation,
Frank said Nutt never grumbled about
it.
"Houston was not the type to complain," Frank said. "He would make
something good out of anything."
Frank also explained a letter mailed
by the Racer Athletic Association last
week asking for donations for OVC
championship rings for the players was
Pkase .ee NUn/ts

Interfraternity
Council
President
Shawn Smee
writes on the
..____.. benefits of

From

The
Editor

Greek life and says students
should take part in the
upcoming spring rush events
on campus.
Seepage
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OLIVER
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changes
to benefit
readers

Our\florld
More than just
a day off, the
Martin Luther
King, Jr., holiday
observes
the
achievements of
one of America's foremost
civil rights activists. Members
of campus discuss what King's
legacy means to them.
Seepage

6

CollegeLtle
Will you
marry me?
It's a question many
college students ask or answer each
semester. But the decision to
get married and/or have a
family while in school brings
with It many challenges.
Seepage

9

Sports
Missouri associate head coach
Skip Hall, South
Carolina assistant John
Reaves
Reaves and
Mississippi
State's former coach Rockey
Felker were named as possible replacements for Nutt.
Seepage

16

Construction continues on the ReJional Special Events Center thanlca In fiiU't tlli lncreued state allocations.

RSEC gets more funds
center a "gold-plated, $18 million Cadillac-model." Today,
the so-called "Cadillac" model
is slowly growing to a Lexus
scale as the state recognizes
ongoing needs of the project.
The money recently allocated
by
the state for structural damBY AMY PONDER
ages detected last February
SENIOil STAFF WRITER
will come from a Finance
A recent $3 million allocation Cabinet Contingency fund for
by the state to repair structural maintenance or construction
flaws and restore features in emergencies. The fund will be
the Regional Special Events used to reinforce concrete
Center has brought the cost of beams in quadrants one and
the project to $23.6 million- a two of the building.
Murray State was also grantfigure that has risen more than
$13 million since the original ed an additional $1.1 million by
the General Assembly's Capital
state allocation in 1990.
Seven years ago Ronald J . Projects and Bond Oversight
Kurth, former MSU president, Committee to enhance the finwas calling the most desirable ished multipurpose center.
model for the special events Enhancements include replac-

•Money: A dream model
for the special events center was estimated at $18
million in 1990. Recently
' the alloted budget increased to $23.6 million.

Students keep going despite Winter Safety Tips
inclement winter conditions
National statistics show that 75 to 100 people die
each year from exposure to cold weather. However,
with a few simple precautions, winter related incidents
can be avoided.

BY jONATHAN OLiVER
SETH DIXON

Police Beat. .............see page 2
Letters.....................see page 4
College Views ........see page 4
Calendar................see page I 0
Scorecard.............. see page 17
Classifleds.............see page 17
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cussed in 1994. Alexander had
said a short-term fee would be
instituted in a "final attempt"
to get the money.
At that time, Brian VanHorn,
former SGA president, said the
fee would be $6 per semester
for full-time students and $3
per semester for part time students. Carter said he knew of
no recent discussion of the student fee amount.
The latest plans call for the
special events center to seat
about 8,500.
According to
Dewey Yeatts, director of facilities management, the number
of seats has dropped slightly to
be able to ensure clear vision
for all guests.
Carter said he expects the
center to be finished by late fall
ofl997.

Weather woes
EDtTOR-tN..CHIEF AND

Index

ing the concrete flooring with a
synthetic rubber floor, which
Jim Carter, director of development and alumni affairs, said
will make the facility more
functional for all'purposes.
The synthetic flooring was a
luxury which had been previously dropped to the keep the
project under budget. The
funds will also be used to help
pay for the wood gym floor as
well as hydraulic basketball
goals and sports netting.
Carter also said the state will
be reimbursed for $400,000 of
the $1.1 million. President
Kern Alexander has indicated
that this money may be generated through a student fee.
Generating money from the
student body for the RSEC
building was previously dis-

STAff PHOTOGRAPH£1

.F orget winter; we want
sunny skies and the high 80s.
As temperatures teeter-tottered through the teens the
first part of this week, only to
give way to 20s and 30s with
rain, sleet and a mixture of
who-knows-what~else, studen~s all across campus could
be heard issuing a collective
"Yuck" and a plea for brighter
days.
"I've had to invest in a new
coat and new gloves, and I'm
looking now for a cap," said
Todd Griffes, junior from
Paducah.
"This weather has not been
Please see COLD/IS

• Dress in several layers of loose fitting, light weight, warm
clothing. Outer garments should be tightly woven, water
proof and hooded.
• Wear mittens instead of gloves, they offer greater protection.
• Keep head, hands and feet warm and dry.
• Have and extra supply of non-perishable foods that do not
need refrigeration or cooking.
• Have a flashlight, plenty of fresh batteries, a battery-operated
radio and warm blankets.
Danny VoweiiN1sual Editor

Alexander Hanlan, MBA student from Armenia uses a bag
from the University Bookstore
in place of an umbrella
Wednesday afternoon. Recent
w.eather has_posed problems
for students, faculty and staff.

• During winter storms and cold snaps, remain inside as much
as possible.
• Have your car winterized.
• Always maintain a full tank of gas.
• Keep emergency kit in your car.
Source: National Weather Service
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Every now and then w,e
have to take a long hard look
at ounelves. And every now
and then we find things there
that just don't seem to be
working. And so, every now
and then, we have to change.
Hopefully you've noticed by
now. The Murray State News
has changed.
The process began a semester ago when the editorial
board set into motion the plan
for a January 1997 unveiling
of a new design. Well, it's that
time, and here we are.
We hope you will find the
new Murray State News much
more attractive and readable
and suitable to your needs.
In particular we hope you
will appreciate such additions
as the weekend weather which
should help you plan those
few precious hours of free time
you have each week. Also we
think you will like the added
space for more news on page
two and the change of the
Focus page to Our World - a
page dedicated to all the
issues and topics which occur
in or have an impact on the
world. our world.
There are, in fact, several
changes throughout the paper
that should make it more
enjoyable to you. We did it
with you in mind, and we feel
we have succeeded.
But regardless of how much
we think we have accom·
plished, nothing can replace
your comments. Let us know
what you think. We'd love to
know.
And of course, we are
always interested in what
those outside the campus community have to say about us.
One in particular that we
are proud of and would like to
share with you is an honor
bestowed upon the paper by
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association.
Columbia named The
Murray State News a gold
medalist paper for 1996, recognizing the paper as being in
the top five percent of collegiate newspapers.
Many hours of hard work
went into attaining this level
of quality and into improving
for this semester, so enjoy.

New-s
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MSU closes
Monday
Murray State will be
closed in honor of Martin
Luther King Day on
Monday, Jan. 20. Classes
will be dismissed and
administrative offices will
be closed for the day. The
University will resume its
usual schedule on Tuesday.

Smith earns honor
Billy Ray Smith, commissioner of agriculture for
the state of Kentucky, has
been recognized by the
Murray State department
of agriculture as the most
recent recipient of its
prestigious
Support
Award. University officials
extended the award to
Smith in recognition of the
support provided under
his leadership to promote
agriculture and related
services.
Smith received the
award at the 1996 MSU
Agriculture
Alumni
Association banquet held
last fall at the Curris
Center. The award was
presented by Dr. Tony
Brannon, interim chairman
for the MSU department
of agriculture.

\
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No suspects in Rippy killing
•Murder: Murray Police
believe Terry Rippy was
murdered by someone he
knew and the crime was
not random.
BY JONATHAN O LIVER
EDITOR•IN•(HIEf

Authorities say students
should not be overly anxious
about a murder which occurred
approximately a block off campus just prior to beginningofthe
semester.
Police say the body of Terry
Rippy, a former Murray State
student, was discovered in his
apartment at 1606 Miller Ave.
by city police Jan. 4. The cause
of death was determined to be
strangulation and blunt trauma
to the head.
"To be completely honest with
you, there's no reason for any
students or parents to be
alarmed," said Rickey. Latimer,
captain of investigations for the
Murray Police Department. ~e
feel whoever did this knew him."

Terry Rippy:

she said. "Then people don't
think about it anymore."
Public Safety Director Joe
Green said, as far as he can tell
from reports on the case, there
is no need for excessive concern.
".I do not feel a concern for the
safety of students at Murray
'-'-------'
State University in relation to
However, Jenny Loyal, senior this incident," he said.
from Owensboro, said the mur·
Green pointed out that in
der and its proximity to campus 1992 Murray's campus was
and to three of the University's rated as the 11th safest in the
five sorori~y houses caught her nation and that very few inciattention.
dents of violent crimes are
"We've been more careful," reported on campus.
said Loyal, who is president of
Rippy, 30, was a senior engiAlpha Sigma Alpha sorority, neering/physics
major at
which is approximately a block Murray State in 1995, accordand a half from the murder ing to University records.
scene. "In such a smal1 town,
He was also a member of
you usually don't think about Sigma Pi Fraternity while
things like that."
here, according to a 1989 copy
Loyal added, however, that of The Shield, the University's
she suspects that any fear the yearbook.
initial announcement of the
There are currently no susmurder might have caused will pects in the case, police said,
soon pass and things will return but investigators are interviewing and questioning people
to normaL
· "At the time, it's a big issue," about the murder.
The vict1m had
recently lost his
job at Briggs and
Stratton. Police
believe he was
murdered at least
a couple of days
befor the body
was found.

Murder Scene
Terry Rippy's body was found in his apartment Jan.
4,1997. The cause of death was strangulation.
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Source: Police Report
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

Staff feels
heat, cold
after hours

Business takeover
World Color Press, Inc.,
a company headed by a
Murray State alumnus, has
signed an agreement to
acqu ire Rand McNally
Book Services Group.
Robert G. Burton, a
1962 MSU graduate and
chairman, president and
chief executive officer of
World Color Press, said
acquisition is the company's ISth since 1993.
Rand McNally Book
Services is one of the
largest of the three producers of hardcover books
in t he United States.
World Color Press is a
leader in the management
and distribution of print
and digital Information.
Founded in 1903, World
Color Press employs
approximately I 1,000 people and operates 34 facilities with a network of
sales offices nationwide.

Israel signs pact
A long-awaited deal
which calls for Israel's
withdrawal from Hebron
and parts of the West
Bank
was
signed
Wednesday by Israeli
Pri me Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat.
The pact calls for a
three-stage Israeli troop
pullout from West Bank
areas by mid-1998. Israel
will reassign soldiers from
80 percent of Hebron.
The agreement must
now be presented by the
Israeli parliament and the
Palesti nian
Authority
Council for final approval.

Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff, and Chris Browning,
copy editor.

Jonathan Oliver/ Editor-in-Chief

Murray State Preside nt Kern Alexander (left)
and Eddie Roberts. president of BeiiSouth

Ke ntucky, have a chat after the press conference announcing the BeUSouth gift.

BeiiSouth doriates
$75,000 to MSU
Dannie Harrison, dean of the College of
•Money: Communications conglomerate
Business
and Public Affairs, said the aim is to
gives $75,000 to College of Business and
give students a more realistic idea of what they
Public Administration to help create mul- will be encountering when making presentatimedia classrooms.
tions in a conference room in a business setting
STAFF REPORT

The College of Business and Public Affairs
will be turning six classrooms into multimedia
learning centers with the help of a $75,000 gift
from BellSouth.
Dick Anderson, vice president of marketing
for BellSouth and a graduate of Murray State
and a member of the college's Dean's Advisory
Council, announced the contribution at a press
conference Jan. 10. The conference was also
attended by Gov. Paul Patton and Secretary of
the Cabinet for Family and Children Services
Viola Miller via interactive television. Miller is
the former dean of the Center for Continuing
Education on campus.
The donation will be combined with funds
from the University to purchase equipment
and provide the necessary technology to create
multimedia classrooms in the Business
Building.
Patton called this technology an essential
part of the future of post-secondary education.
"I applaud Bell South for its support," he said.
"And I congratulate Murray State."

after graduation. .
"We hope to create what students will see
when they get into corporate America," he said.
And while classrooms can be used for the students to stage their own lectures and presentations, HarriAon said he ultimately hopes to see
a situation where executive officers at corporations distant from Murray State will make presentations from their sites to the classroom.
The project, however, docs not limit itself to
classroom use, Harrison said. When opera·
tional, the college hopes to demonstrate the
multimedia centers to other educational institutions and businesses.
Harrison hope the classrooms could serve as
the prototype for the establishment of such
facilities at other educational settings and
businesses.
"Initially, only voice presentations from site
to site will be available to us," he said.
"However, the next logical step... will be pre·
sentations which include sight capability as
well. tntimately, this technology could be used
for taking classes. In such a situation, the student could participate in the class merely by
sitting at his or her own computer at home."

•Staff: S taff r.ner.nbers
upset by having to work in
buildings at night after
the heat or air-conditioning has been turned off.
BY j ASON YATES
STAff W Rma

A problem has arisen at
Murray State which has
caused some discomfort for
many
members of the
University's staff.
In
various
buildings
throughout the campus, t he
heating and cooling units are
turned off at 4 p.m. which
leaves the nighttime custodial
staff in the cold.
During the summer the air
conditioning is cut off at 4 p.m.
because MSU's business hours
ar e from 7:30 a.m. to 4- p.m.
During the "dog days" of July
and August this can result for
uncomfortable working condi·
tiona for anyone in the build·
ings.
The University has the same
policy regarding the heating
system during the winter and
staffers work t hrough many
chilly nights without the aid of
heat.
The problem originated in
the late 70s while the country
was in the midst of an energy
crisis. MSU decided to turn off
heating and cooling units early
as part of an energy conservation policy.
The debate that has now
developed concerns the validity of this reasoning in the 90s.
Some feel the University is
just trying to save money at

the expense of the staffs comfort.
A staff member who wished
to remain anonymous stated
that t he conditions go,t so
severely cold last week that
the University allowed the
heat to come on briefly to prevent the pipes from freezing.
Despite the apparent plight
the custodial staff faces during
a night's work, Superintendent
of Custodians Wayne Harper
stated recently that he was not
aware of any complaints concerning the matter.
Orville Herndon, head of
MSU's Working Conditions
Committee, is working with
Dewey Yates the Director of
Facilities management and
Tom Denton interim vice president of administrative Service
as they explore possible solu- '
tiona.
· "The first complaint caTJ?.e
from a person that came into
an office one night this summer to do some work,"
Herndon said. "Since then
numerous other complaints
have followed which prompted
us to look into the matter."
More information is needed
to find out whether these complaints are legitimate, he said.
~e are trying to find out
where the University stands
on this matter," Herndon said.
~e want to know if th e reasons for turning of the air are
valid and legitimate.•
"When enough information
has been gathered on the subject we plan on making recom·
mendations to President Kern
Alexander," he said.

Council criticizes bus proposal
•Buses:
Dr.
Kern
Alexander's plan to run
shuttle buses from campus
has hit a few snags.
BY jAKE BURGESS
AsSISTA~T NEWS EDITOR

The idea to run shuttle
buses from Murray to
Paducah and Hopkinsville is
drawing criticism from the
state's Council of Higher
Education due to the high
estimated cost of operating

;
'

the buses.
Three used buses were
bought by the University
from the Calloway County
Board of Education in
January of 1995 for $13,500.
President Kern Alexander
wanted to refurbish the buses
and run one of them to
Paducah twice a day -nnd the
other to Hopkinsville. The
other bus would shuttle students from the stadium park·
ing lot to class on campus.
'The buses are currently

par ked in the University
motor pool across from
Stewart Stadium and have
not been worked on or used
since they were bought two
years ago.
Alexander plans to add air
conditioning systems worth
$10,000 to each bus and paint
and carpet them for $8,000
total. The total expense to
renovate the buses would be
approximntely
$37,000.
These cost estimates have
slowed down the implementa-

tion of the shuttle bus proposal by the school.
The
Department
of
Education said the buses
would cost $100,000 to run
for 150 days, which equates
to $400 per day to or $2 per
mile.
Alexander said buses could
also
take students to
Paducah for entertainment or
shopping.
When the idea of the s huttle buses was presented to
Hopkinsville and Paducah

officials the idea was not
greeted with much enthusiasm.
Jim Kerley, Hopkinsville
Community College presi·
dent, wondered about the
shuttle bus service and how it
applied to non-traditional
students. He also posed the
question, "What if you miss
th e bus?"
The price to run the buses
would be spilt between
Murray State and both community colhw~.
~~'

New-s
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New system adds confusion
•Registra r s: The new
payment system is seemingly being ignored by students, who are subsequently getting purged.
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF WIITEI

Getting prepared for a new
semester at Murray State can
be a very stressful undertak. ing. Planning a new schedule,
actually getting the schedule,
buying books, and, in some
cases, finding where to live are
just a things that can make life
tough. This situation can be
further complicated when
times are lean in the fmancial
department of one's life.
Unpaid tuition fees and other
expenses
owed
to
the
University magnify the glaring
lack of funds that many face.
Since the start of the fall 1996
, semester, it has been even
more difficult for some students to face the "tuition
beast."
In years past, many students

have chosen to pay their outstanding balance to the
University in full, rather than
paying in installments. After
registration, each student who
chose to exercise this option
was given until the week classes started to pay their bill. In
this system, some students felt
no pressure to pay their bills
because of this extended grace
period. However, this posed a
problem for many professors on
campus. With so many unpaid
students registered for classes,
faculty had no way of knowing
who would actually show up for
the course. This made classes
fill up quicker and, in turn,
kept some other paying students from getting the classes
they wanted.
In an attempt to eliminate
these problems and to make
the registration system more
efficient, MSU came up with a
new billing system.
"We were instructed to do
away with line registration,
and to find an earlier means of
students being conftrmed in

Anita Poynor:
Bursar explains
that new system

_,_ .........,.. .,. wu supposed to
help students by
keeping classes
from filling so

early.

classes," said MSU Bursar
Anita Poyner.
The new program gives two
weeks from the date of registration to pay up for students
who choose to pay their bills in
full. If, however, a student does
not pay his or her bill within
these two weeks, the student's
schedule will be purged, meaning that he or she will be taken
off the roll of all his or her
classes.
This change in billing has,
according to some, cost several
people their schedules, which
could cause some to waste an
entire semester if they ar e not
able to get back into the courses needed for their respective
degree programs.

Policel3eat

Some students say that the
University is responsible for
this because it did not notify
anyone of the billing change.
However, the University maintains that it acted responsibly
in notifying students.
"Every student was mailed a
new billing guide. Over 10,000
were sent out, totally outlining
the changes," commented
Poyner, "I feel like we attempted to notify everyone of the
change."
Despite these efforts by
Murray State, nearly 400 students had their schedules
purged for the spring 1997
semester.
One such student, Lyndsie
Schutte, a freshman from
Edgewood, was purged by mistake.
"After I found out I was
purged, I asked how much I
owed," Schutte said. '"They
then informed me I didn't owe
anything- in fact I have a $438
credit with them. Everything
was supposed to be covered by
my loans and' scholarships.

january 12
9:59 p.m. A power line was reported arcing at Chestnut and Waldrop
street. At I 0:02 p.m. a power outage across campus occurred. Campus
and Murray personnel advised of situation and Central Plant was on ·th~
scene.

January 13
I 0:55 a.m . Auto Accident involving international students occurred at
the Business Building parking lot. Minor injuries reported
6:07 p.m . Fire Alarm malfun~ion in Regents College.

January 14
3:56 p.m. Two residents of Springer Hall reported their rooms being
broken into during the holiday break. Robert N. Superchi reported the
theft of a VCR. Cedric L Tisby reported the theft of a VCR, tapes. Em:ry
was gained by breaking the outside window. The thefts are still under
Investigation.

January IS
3:0-4 p.m. Mason Hall reported theft of two VCR's.
-4:32p.m. Automobile accident was reported at Sparks Hall.
7:28 p.m . A fire alarm in Richmond College on the first. A smoke detector had been knocked from the wall. No fire was reported.
9:17 p.m. Collins I& T Building reported a fire alarm. It was believed to
triggered by as propane floor Buffer. It was later found that a fire alarm ~ad
been pulled on the second floor patio exit.
I 0:59 p.m. Richmond College reported a fire alarm on the first floor, but
no fire was found.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess,
assistant news editor1 from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

New Freshman
English director ready to get gOing
.
.

•Acad emics: Mrs. Julia
Ferganchick-Neufang has
been named as the new
director of the Freshman
English program.
BY j ASON YATES
STAFF

Warrat

Most freshmen probably do
not realize it, but a significant
change has occurred in the
freshmen English program as
the 97 spring semester kicks
into gear.
Mrs. J ulia FerganchickNeufang has taken the reins as
the Director of the Freshmen

English
program.
Ferganchick-Neufang
is
Ferganchick-Neufang, who is delighted with her new positeaching her second semester tion and sees a great deal of
at Murray State, replaces Dr. opportunity.
Ted Brown.
"The writing pr ogram at
The
Director
of
the Murray State is of high quality
Freshmen English program is and has tremendous potential
required to undertake many to become better," she said. "I
important obligations and am excited and ha ppy to be a
responsibilities which directly part of the program."
impact the entry level English
The position takes on an
classes. Some of the obliga- extra significance considering
tions include coor dinating all t hat th e director is directly
composition classes which involved with fr eshmen during
includes English 101, English an extremely important time
102, and English 104, staffing as students attempt to adjust
all sections, and scheduling to college life.
times for each class.
"Fr eshmen
composition

"These classes
often determine
whether a
student succeeds
and becomes
successful"
-JUUA FEROANCHICK·
NEUFANG, DIRECTOR OF
FRESHMAN ENGUSH

classes are different from other
English courses because they
introduce the student to university life," FerganchickNeufang said. "The teacher

CDP.Y.Pius
now o en for business
1301 hestnut Street
in a temporary trailer between Pier I and former Tabers Body Shop
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-7117. (502) 753-7990
Fax: (502) 753-1398
Toll Free: 1-800-995-5819

Love in AIA, your sisters of Beta Nu

Stop by .and see us or call for
pick-up and delivery of your job.

__
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•

(R)
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"The Preacher'•
Wife"
(PG)

"Scream"
(R)

Matlneet Saturday .t 8uoday Only
Tue..tay A Weclo...Sa7 N~hto
Studaou PaJ Ool7l3
with MSU J.D.

has an added responsibility as
the student adjusts to a college
classroom and the new community which surrounds them."
"These classes often determine whether a student succeeds and becomes successful,"
she said.
Dr. Brown believes that the
opportunity to work with the
entry level student is an
advantage of the post.
"In some ways it is actually
easier to work with freshmen,"
Brown said. "They often listen
better and are more eager to
learn than the student who
has already spent two or three

years at the university. I
enjoyed the students, and they
were good to work with ."
Mrs. Ferganchick-Neufang
expressed her desire to bring
new ideas and programs to the
department during her stint as
the director.
"One of my goals is to install
innovative programs to ensure
that freshmen can expect to
have new experiences," she
said.
Dr. Brown only had a few
words of advice for his successor.
~Be ready for a; great. deal of.
work," he said.

LOOKING FORTALENTED AND ENERGETIC STIJDENTS TO •
WORK WITH CHILDREN IN OUR 8 WEEK PROGRAMS
LOCA1ED IN Tim MOUNTAINS OF MASSACHUSETIS.
SALAR Y, ROOM&.BOARD, AND TRAVEl, PAY!
PROGRAMS INCLUDE: ARCHERY, BASEBALL,
BASKETBALL, CAMPING, DANCE, GOLF, GYMNASTIC~,
HOCKEY, HORSEBACK, LACROSSE, NATURE, SAILING,
SOCCER, SWIMMING, TENNIS, WATER-SKI
CAR:rN:; GE118RAL STitFP'ItLSO INVITED 2"0 APPLYI

SECRETARIES AND NURSES NEEDf=DI

..

COME VISIT Willi OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT THE CAMP '
FAIR- MONDAY, FEBRUARY lOTH [N TilE CAREER CENTER
OR

CALL 800-494-6238 FOR MORE INFO!!
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Do you feel safe on

campus following the
recent murder in Murray?
Name: Michelle
Miserendino
Major: English
Year:Senior
Hometown:
Mayfield
I suspect who·
ever killed
Rippy knew him. But I have
heard some of my sorority sisters express concern.
Name: Paige
Ruoff

Major: Pre~vet
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paducah
I do feel safe
here. I never
think of the dangers, here or
anywhere.

Name: Marcl
Gardner
Major: Public rela~
tions/ Theater
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Lyon
County
Most of the time
I do walk with someone. I have
taken self-defense classes; that
helps.
Name: Nick
Stuber
Major:
Biology/Secondary
education
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paducah.
I didn't even know about the
murder. I guess I'll be more
aware now.
Name: Melissa
Naeger
Major:
Undeclared
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paducah
I never walk by
myself at night anyway, but I
still feel pretty safe here.
Seth Dixon/Staff
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Ebonies should not receive federal funds
"Whut you up ter wid Miss Ellen's
po'teer?" Mammy said, from the classic Gone With The Wind. The translation: "What are you up to with Miss
Ellen's patterns."
Does Mammy sound like she's
taken a course in Ebonies? Or, would
you need a crash course to understand her?
The answer to both questions is no.
Ebonies is the term given to the
unique language developed by the
African-Americans. The term Ebonies
comes from combining the words
Ebony and phonics. Some linguists
and educators define Ebonies as a
separate Language - black English.
Trying to teach Ebonies or to even
accept it a legitimate language is

Issue:
Federal funding for Ebonies, or
african-american street language

Position:
No federal funding should go to this
program
proof that America is truly giving up
on educating our youth.
Ebonies is a dialect and it may be
accepted on that level; however, it is
slang and nothing more. It is also
nothing new. Mark Twain wrote
exactly how Big Jim would sound.
Television shows, such as "Good

Times," used many slang words and
phrases, but no one needed a transla~
tor to understand them.
Each part of the country has its
own dialect which enriches the region
by giving it personality. However,
dialect and slang does not belong in
the classroom lesson plan and it does
not deserve federal funding.
No teacher will allow a student to
say "ain't" because it is poor English.
In a term paper, "ya'll" would not be
acceptable. If teachers allow students
to continue through school without
correcting their speech, what wiJI
happen to them once they enter the
work force?
If we allow Ebonies to become a
proper form of speech we are taking a

double insult. First, we are admitting
that we are no longer capable of
teaching these students. Second, we
are claiming that these students cannot learn.
American's have become so accustomed to quick fixes that it's hard to
acknowledge that the problem may be
too big solve in an hour.
Instead of educating our youths we
would rather accept what they say as
normal and therefore label it as
acceptable.
Federal funding for Ebonies would
be a huge step down in education. If
we plan to be competitve globally in
the future, this country cannot afford
to have a generation that cannot communicate clearly.

Nutt leaves Racers hanging

My
View

Our ll iezo

JENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

Issue:
Coach Houston Nutt resigned to .take job at Boise State.

Position:
Nutt was holding the program together. Without him, it
will fall apart.

Class
begins
too early

Houston Nutt has gone, and he has probably
taken his success with him.
Nutt was a rare commodity; a young, enthusias~
tic coach who turned around a perennial loser and
turned it into a two-time undefeated OVC champi~
on in four years. But he has left for Boise State, a
divison I~A program, with more money, more scholarships, and a bigger stadium, Nutt is where he
probably belongs. Unfortunately, it leaves the Racers hanging, a rudderless ship heading into the
rough seas of recruiting season.
Why did he leave? It's not as if the question matters now, because he is lost and gone forever. But
he had his reasons.
He'll be getting more money, and who wouldn't
want that? People at Munray State will have to
realize to keep a program of that caliber over a
period of time takes money. If we want to keep
winning championships, we'll have to face the
music come payday, because we can't just go out
and find another Houston Nutt.
It can't just be blamed on money, though.
Because what really bothered N utt wasn't the
money. It was that he and his team worked so
hard, and came so far, and then on Saturday after~
noons they look into the stands see all those empty
seats. So before students start blaming others for
the weak football program we're sure to have soon,
they best look in the mirror for the reason.
Nutt is gone, and no matter who they find, they'll
hype him as the next Houston Nutt. But we'll wait ·
and see if his successor can fill those big shoes.

Yourl7eu's
Alu m n i finds
painting offensive
To the editor:

However at MSU, with the
help of our taxes, they have
framed it, put it in a well-lit
gallery, and declared the perpetrator an artist. I'm a graduate of MSU, but I have some
serious concerns about the
school's stewardship of our
taxes.
Sincerely,
E. Fraser J ohnstone

I recently took my 10-year~
old daughter on a walking
tour of Murray State University. The afternoon went well
until we visited the fine arts
building and the Price-Doyle
Gallery where we were confronted by a large, detailed
Homosexuality is a
sketch of a woman's genitalia.
Don't misunderstand me; it sin against God
wasn't a sketch of a woman in To the editor:
the nude, only her genitalia
between
widely
spread
I am writing this letter in
thighs. Because some of the response to the article that
folks at MSU apparently was in the Murray State
embrace a set values and News concerning the group
morals which are quite differ- Alliance. I am not writing
ent from those my wife and I this letter to say that I hate
teach in our home, this inci- the members that are affiliatdent put an end to my promo· ed with the group but, I am
tion of MSU and robbed a writing this letter to let them
young girl of an opportunity know that homosexuality is
to see the benefits of obtain- an abomination before God.
ing legitimate higher educaIn Leviticus 18:22, lt states
tion. As we headed for the "Thou shalt not lie with
exit and past the work of a mankind, as with womdifferent artist (and 1 use the ankind: it is abomination." In
term artist loosely here) we the Contemporary English
viewed an equally graphic Version of the same scripture
painting of a man's genitalia. it states, "It is disgusting for
This type of work normally a man to have sex with anothcan only be seen in bathroom er man." this also includes a
stalls of poorly maintained woman having sex with
restaurants or gas stations. another woman. Also, in Gen-

esis 19, God destroyed the I hate the sin of homosexuali·
cities of Sodom and Gomar- ty. I don't just hate the sin of
rah because of the sin homo- homosexuality, but I hate all
sexuality. God did not create kinds of sin.
man and woman for this purIn closing, I pray that God
pose. God stated in Genesis will open up their eyes and
2:24, "Therefore shall a man, they will see the error of their
leave his father and his moth- ways before it is to late. God
er, and shall cleave unto his is not going to let us continue
wife: and they shall be one on sinning without punishing
flesh." As you can see, God us for our sins.
does not and will not accept
homosexual relationships.
Sincerly,
I know some of you are say- Zelia L. Henderson
ing that "God is a God of love" Mounds, Ill.
and that statement is true.
God is a God of love, but God
The Murray State News
is also, a God of judgment.
welcomes
commenGod loves us all, but he hates
taries
and
letters
to the
sin.
editor. Letters should
Homosexuality is sin and
God will judge homosexuals
be 300 words or less
because of their sin. In
and must be signed.
Malachi 2:17, it states "Ye
should
Contributors
have wearied the Lord with
addresses
and
include
your words,yet ye say, wherein have we wearied him?
phone numbers, for
When ye say, every one that
verification.
Please
doeth evil is good in the sight
include
hometown,
of the Lord , and he
classification, title or
delighteth in them: or where
relation to The Universiis the God of judgment."
You might be thinking to
ty. To submit a guest
yourself that I am judging
commentary call 762them, but I am not. I am stat4468
The
News
ing what the word of God says
reserves the right to
about homosexuality. I do not
edit for style and length.
hate the people that are
homosexuals. I love them, but

Saturday night, I unpacked
my room. Sunday, I recovered
from a month-long reunion.
Monday, I went to class. I was
one of the lucky ones, because I
did not have to stand in an
incredible line just to get a
schedule.
Being the freshman that I
am, I thought this was normal
.first-day-back stuff'. But 1 I wu
wrong. Normally, students are
allowed a chance to settle in, or
at least breathe before they are
thrust back into the sometimes
demanding world of college
studies.
I heard from an upperclassman that in years past classes
did not resume until Thursday.
I wish I could meet the genius
who blessed the campus with
such a marvel idea. I also have
a question for the one who took
it away. Why?
The only reason I can think
of, besides for the sake of time,
is that (in theory) we can hit
the books right away and avoid
(for the first week) all of those
extra-curricular activities that
may have adversely affected
our fall GPAs.
'
For students who come from
far off places it can be difficult
to unpack all of their worldly
possessions in one afternoon. I
atn from Pennsylvania and I
have yet to find my remote control.
I left the TV but I suspect the
controller is either under a
giant heap-o-clothes or behind
my bed-which, as of this
moment, is unmade.
There are also social reasons
to have a few bum days before
class. It is hard to catch up
with 20 of your closest friends
in one afternoon and during
10-minute sessions between
classes.
Many hours that could have
>een applied to bard-core
;tudying must be set aside just
co get the "who did what" over
:>reak.

If you need a more practical
reastm for a day or two break,
~onsider all the students who
have yet to attend their classes
;imply because they are not
3cheduled yet.
Finally, the students need a
little time for mental health.
How can students be expected to vent a month long tension
fest with their parents in just
one night. These things take
time.
Sometimes change can be a
positive thing. However, on
Jan. 13, it was a very, very bad
idea.
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Residential college feels like home
To tell you the truth, I really didn't
think that it would work. True, I was
only a first-year student, and had no
administrative experience, but I did
have a year of living in one of those
concrete fortifications that the
brochures referred to as the modem
and well-equipped residence halls.
I understood what it was like to
walk down a long dark hallway past
closed door after closed door, only to
arrive at your destination and find the
floor flooded from a backed up shower,
or the walls vibrating from stereo
emissions two floors below, or an
empty little 8 x 11 room, with no one
to play with or even share the experiences of the day with. I, too, had felt
the need to escape as often as possible,

In My
Opinion
STEVEN

STROUD

to run to the comfort and convenience
of home.
I believed that the Residential
College concept was going to backfire
on the administration in a big way. I
just knew that this program would
require years before any type of success was noticed. I had heard rumors

of forced involvement of residents and
of the difficulties in "recruiting" faculty heads for each college. The resistance of local churches to the idea of
all-coed living and the look of apprehension in each of the students eyes as
they were told of the work that was
going to be required to make this concept a success reinforced the thoughts
I had.
I ~Jaw good points in the program,
and I wanted it to work, but I feared
that it would simply take too long to
make a difference. I had a hunch that
Dr. Alexander and his dream of a
"Harvard of the South" would follow
the path of several of the recent presidents of our University.
I admit it. I was wrong.

Greek· bond
enriches life

t,

With the beginning of a new
semester, comes the time for
In My
fraternity rush to begin. The
()pinion
Interfraternity council at MSU
will sponsor men's fraternity
rush beginning Jan. 27 and
SHAW N
continuing through Feb. 2.
SMEE
Fraternity rush is an opportunity for interested individuals
to meet new people and attend
events at different fraternities.
Murray State University has Greek members is higher than
12 national fraternities which that of non-Greek individuals.
boast many campus leaders, Participating in the social
devote numerous hours to com- events, and reaching scholastic
munity service, and raise thou- achievements helps Greek;indisands of dollars for many viduals become strong leaders
national philanthropies. Many across campus. Departmental
agencies in Murray, ..such as clubs, residential colleges, stuNeedline and Habitat for dent government, and other
Humanity are supported a organizations are lead by
great deal by the fraternities at Greek men and women.
MSU.
The education during an
Another incentive of being individuals' college career
Greek at MSU is the opportu- should not only be from the
nity to participate in many
classroom. Participating in
social ·activities. Fraternities
social events, holding leaderhave many formals, dances,
ship positions, and building
and banquets which give members the opportunity to meet lifelong friendships should be a
individuals and build new vital part of a student's college
friendships. Becoming a mem- experience. A man can only
ber of a fraternity gives you the learn a certain amount of
opportunity to participate in knowledge from the classroom intramural, fulfill leadership the rest must be obtained from
positions, and attend weekly life experiences. The Greek
system can be an important
Greek-only events.
part
of an individual's college
Social events and parties are
not the only benefits of becom- experience and can develop an
ing a member of a Greek orga- individual for life after college.
nization. Academics are also an
important part of all fraterni- Shawn Smee is Interfraternity
·
ties. The average GPA of all Council president.

Wise Worcls
•If a man hasn't discovered something he w ill die for,
he isn't fit to live.
•Nothing in all the world is more dangerous than
sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

The world that is my residential college is nothing like the infamous
"Hart Hotel" of years past. From the
start of the year, the enthusiasm that
seemed to possess our faculty advisor
began to rub off onto the members of
the Residential College Council, and I
believe I am beginning to see it rub ofT
onto more of the residents every day.
The same faces that floated past me in
the halls as last year stop and ask how
my day is going.
Holding your breath as you make
your way down the littered hallway to
your room bas been replaced by walking down the hallway (which feels considerably brighter) filled with a feeling
of coming. Living in the college feels ·
like living in the world; both sexes

interacting and struggling with their
inherent differences.
Several have worked to catalyze this
change, and I would like to take this
opportunity to thank them all , on
behalf of the students. The administr~tion saw the raw material for communities in our students and the
machinery was put into place that
made it work. If I had not been part of
it, I would probably still think it
impossible.
I know not everyone will agree with
my assessment of residential colleges,
but I am glad we tried it. I think it
feels good to belong.
Steven Stroud is the President of Hart
College.
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Rugby needs student support
What is one of the fastestgrowing physical endurance
sports in the country today?
If you were to ask this question at MSU, I don't think
there would be many people to
answer "Rugby." The reason
behind that is the obvious lack
of interest in the sport.
'l'he lack of interest can be
partially attributed to the fact
that most people in this country know very little about
rugby, other than it is physical
like football, and the participants don't wear pads.
I have been playing rugby at
Murray State for the last year
and a half and I can attest to

much game of strategy and
As the president of the MSU
improvisation as it is physical Rugby Club, I would lie to
) OSH ANDREWS
strength and endurance. Also, invite anyone interested to
as I have stated, the players come out and practice with us.
this lack of interest.
form a unique bond that I ·We feel the game has n chance
The camaraderie among have not experienced else- to grow here at MSU, but we
ruggers is unparelled, even to
need the support of the stuwhere.
the men I s pent several
dent body. Fans, as well as
months with in Operation
That's right guys, I said athletes, are vital to continue
Desert
Shield/St orm.
A "gals." We are currently form- the program here at. MSU.
strange sense of brotherhood ing a women's rugby club at
develops among 30 guys or MSU. The most frequent
Our practices arc held on
gals who go onto a field, beat response I have received from Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9
the hell out of each other for guys during my last two years p.m. on the intramural field.
80 minutes , and then hang recruiting is: "Isn't that a Our games are held on
out ·together while drinking a really rough game?" Of c·o urse Saturdays at 1 p.m., also on
couple of kegs.
it is a rough game guys! But, the intramural field.
True, rugby is an extremely don't you think if thousands of
physical s port, however it is women across the country can Josh Andrews is president of
also a mental game. It is as do it, you can give it a shot?
the Murray State Rugby Club.

In My Opinio1l

Christianity deserves University's respect
Christianity gets a bum rap on
college campuses.
Not all the time, of course, and
obviously not in every situation,
but Christianity seems to be the
"safe" area to criticize, a "safe"
object of jokes.
I've noticed this for years, and
I've seen it in t;everal places other
than at the university. For an
institution that prides itself on
being a place of enlightenment,
however, such prejudice is inap·
propriate.
My last year as an undergraduate student at Murray State has
been a time of reflection on college life and scholarship. I've
come to a few conclusions.
In an age of political correctness and cultural sensitivity, the
idea dominates that we should all
at least tolerate those ideas
r

In My
C>pinion
BECKY
DOUTT

which are different but not harmful. The university, heralded as a
place of learning and enlightened
thinking, follows this precept
reasonably with the exception of
a few areas. One of these areas
(and this is my big conclusion} is
the Christian religion.
Although it has always been
the largest religion in the United
States, Christianity has come
under attarlc repeatedly on col-

lege campuses. When the subject
is religious tolerance, the unwritten rule seems to be "except 1
Christianity."
Many professors who would be
loathe to degrade or reject nnother religion in their classes do not
apart
hesitate
to
tear
Christianity, its basic tenets, and
its central figure. Not every professor does this, of course. But
often
in
the
classroom,
Christianity is proclaimed mindless, narrow, and closed·minded.
Let's look at this.
Mindless? Not remotely. It was
when I became a Christian that
my mind really began to work.
Narrow? Perhaps. Jesus himself said the road to heaven is
narrow and the road to hell is
broad. He also said he would save
all who come to him, regardless of

their background.
Closed-minded? It seems to me
it's more closed-minded to refute
or reject the world's largest religion and the man who claimed to
be God without examining both
the religion and the man.
I'm not saying every professor
must teach Christianity as
absolute fact (although I wouldn't
object to it). No, I am merely suggesting professors acknowledge
Christianity as a major world
religion, cover whatever is relevant to the class, and do it without mocking.
Respect is a key issue here.
Several professors (and students)
who claim to be respectful of
other viewpoints somehow seem
to forget that claim when the
viewpoint is Christian.
Thankfully, both professors

and students, both Christians
and non-Christians, have an
alternative to merely speaking or
listening to the anti-Christian
views found in the classroom and
elsewhere. The Bible is always
available for people to read and
determine for themselves the
validity and usefulness of what
Jesus and the various authors
said and WTote. Short passages
from the gospel according to
Matthew and the books of Job
and Ecclesiastes may be required
in humanities courses, but the
Bible contains so much more for
those who care to look.
Sure, there has been abuse in
the church and in the name of
Christianity. There has also been
abuse in the educational system,
but I don't advocate ridiculing
and rejecting education. The

proverbial baby is worth more
than the dirty bath water in
which he sits, and abject scorn in
the University classroom seems a
much harsher result than the
offense requires or deserves.
' Christianity, that religion we
just can't seem to allow in the
classroom, has so many ideas
worth considering. Jesus said so
much in his words, ideas, and
parables that can be life-transforming if a person only stops to
consider them.
Jesus Ghrist said, "All power
on heaven and earth has been
given to me." Such a man should
not be ignored and despised in
the university community.
Lighten up. Jesus loves you.

Becky Doutt is a senior from
Lexington.
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RANCE
-1929-1968
A child was born on January
15,1929 in the deep South. He
was the grandson of a Baptist
minister and the founder of
Atlanta's chapter of the NAACP.
He was the son of an active civil
rights leader fighting to make his
city a better place for his son. Few
people would come to realize that
this small child would shape a
nation and its people.
Today, The Murray State News
pays tribute to the memory of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Jan. 15, 1929, Michael
King (Martin Luther King) is bom
in Atlanta, Georgia.

(

1950

\\

~929

\ 'JuneI(., 1948, he receives
his bachelor of arts degree in
sociology from Morehouse.

May 1951, graduates
with a bachelor of divinity
degree from Crozer, as
valedictorian.

"'June 18, 1953,,...
marries Corette
Scott.

June 5, 1955,
receives
doctorate from
Boston University.

"'

Oec. 1955, /
elected president
of the Montgomery
Improvement Assn.

Jan.30,
1956, his
home is
bombed.
I

'

Dec. 20, 1956,
Montgomery
buses are
integrated.

May 1957, leads
Sept. 20,
Prayer Pilgrimage 1958,
for Freedom in
stabbed in
Was~. D.C.
/Harlem.

Aug. 28, 1963,
Delivers the "I Have A
Dream• speech at the
March on Washington.

Aug'.a-9, 1957, 115
May 21 , 1961, s~aks
black leaders form the to Freedom Fighters in
Southam Christian
Montgomery.
Leadership
r.

"'

Dec.1964,
receives the
Nobel Peace
Prize.
I

Aug. 5, 1965,
stoned in Chicago
while leading a
mar<t.

March 1964, meers Aug. 196~,
Fall 1 967~ reveals
Malcolm X.
publicly denounces his plans to orgathe Vietnam War. nize a campaign
against poverty.

Monday, January 20
1:00 - 2:30 pm
Topic:

of Today: Division Among
Lynch Speech

..

Where:

..
,

•

Barkley Room, 3rd floor, Curris Center

5:00pm
Candlelight March - meet on the first
floor of the Curris Center

~

~

~

.-._ _.

Source:
L_--~~~~~~--~--~~~__J
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

1968

Jon Lowry/GraphiCS Manager

Source: The Martin Luther King, Jr. Website at Stanford University

Martin Luther King, Jr.
Celebration

April 3, 1968, delivers
his last speech
April 4, 1968, assassinated In Memphis.'}

King ~eans more than holiday to some
BY SHELLEY STREET AND
STAFF WRITER
M ANDY W OLF
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
On Monday you probably
plan on sleeping in, crawling
out of bed around noon, and
slowly waking up to a cup of
coffee and the noit~e of whatever happens to be on TV.
However, what may be another day offfor some is actually
a celebration of one of our
country's most renowned civil
rights activists-Or. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
King is not just a figure from
the distant past. In honor of
King, the African American
Student Services/ Ethnic
Programs and Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity are co-sponsoring a number of activities.
These sessions will be focused
around one of King's quotes.
"Even though we face the
difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream," he
said.
Two speeches will be given
on facing these difficulties,
including the problems of division within the AfricanAmerican community and the
current debates over Ebonies
and California proposition 209,
which would eliminate affirmative action.
The organizations will present two movies from the Eyes
on the Prize series about the
history of the civil rights
movement as an alternative to
the speeches. This is the first
time that participants will
have a choice of programs to
attend.
These activities will culmi-

nate in a candlelight march.
The marches were eliminated
fro?D the usual campus proceedings several years ago.
"I don't think people realize
just how important a role he
(King) has played in American
history and I know people view
his holiday as a black holiday,
but it really isn't," said Renee
Rowland, director of African
American Student
Services/Ethnic Programs.
"Civil rights would have never
come around if it wer e not for
blacks and white."
Despite the declaration of
King's birthday as a federal
holiday, 11 school districts in
Kentucky will hold classes.

In session
In western Kentucky,
Marshall County is the only
district scheduled to hold
classes. McCracken County
public schools will use the day
as a make-up snow day.
Other school districts are
cancelling classes, but teachers
will attend in-service sessions
during the holiday.
Coretta Scott King, chairperson of the Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Federal holiday commission, believes the day
should not be a" holiday."
"Dr. King believed that serving other people is one of the
best ways to achieve peace and
civil unity," she said in her
book "The Student Community
Service King Holiday Student
Organizing Manual. "Our goal
is to change the way
Americans think about the
holiday, from seeing it as a
holiday off, to a day on."
Rowland said she believes

"Our goal is to
change the way
Americans thin k
about the holiday, from seeing
it as a holiday
off, to a day
on."
-COREil'A Sc01T K!NG,
WIDOW

m· DR.

KING

it's important for all races to
keep communicating. Many
problems are blamed on race
because we don't or won't try
to understand each other.
"I think that's the only way
we can grow, by learning from
and each other and sharing,"
she t;aid.
Defining who King was
exactly is a difficult task, especially nearly 30 years after nis
death.
"I think for me he brought to
the forefront what our country
didn't want to see and that
was the race issue," Rowland
said.

King tod ay
Some members of
Generation X find King to be
more than just a lesson in history class.
"He was a man who advocated peace," said Knrsiamaria
Slaughter, freshman from
Hopkinsville.
Slaughter said her parents
were very strict in teaching
her King's principles, and his
dream is still very much alive
for her.

"I think there are a few people who are losing him in our
generation," she said. "We're
still segregated. You can look
at out cafeteria and see that
we're not together."
Kathy Hayes, freshman from
Mayfield, also said King is
very important even in the
1990s.
"Even though he's gone, he's
not forgotten," she said. "He
did a great deal of things for
the African-American race."
Rowland is also unsure of
King's significance to students
today.
"I don't know how they feel
about him," she said. "1 would
hope they think he is very
important."
She fears King's memory
may be slipping into the cracks
of time.

The dream
Rowland said she believes
King would be disappointed in
the amount of progress toward
racial equality that has been
made since his death.
~I believe at this point we
are at a stall, but 1 think we
can't give up hope because I
think once we do that, that's
it," she said.
Though progress has been
made toward King's "dream" of
racial equality, Americans
can't afford to stop moving forward.
"I think that so many times
we get complacent and we cannot afford to do that because I
am a firm believer that history
can repeat itself," she said.
..The struggle will never be
over."

New-s
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Court decision changes student fee system
•Courts: A federal court in
Wisco~sin ruled last mcnth that
student fees cannot be used for organizations students don't support.
BY )ASON SHEPARD
T HE BADGER HERALD

mission to hold a marketplace of ideas.
"This court finds that the balance
between the competing interests in this
case tips in favor of the First
Amendment rights not to be compelled
to speak or associate," he said.

The plaintiff's case

UNIVERSITY Of WISCONSIN

weak and may be overturned.
"I think that having to put money
into a pool in which all students fund is
part of university citizenship, Downs
said. "The real problem is where that
money is being used."
Onwns said the plaintiff's argument
could be extended to professors' speech
in classrooms. Students pay tuition,
which in turn pays professors salaries.
If a student objected to a professor's
comments, could he or she request to be
reimbursed the portion of the professor's salary?

The main thrust of the plaintiff's
argument was that several student
(U-WIRE> MADISON, Wis. - A feder- groups used segregated fee money for
al judgo ruled recently that UW- purposes that the three students didn't
Madison students do not have to fund support. They cited the following as
organizations they do not support.
examples in their brief:
In a landmark decision, U.S. District
• WisPffiG: The Wisconsin Public
Judge John Shabaz said the current Interest Group, which received $50,985 Students protest
system of mandatory segregated fees is for the 1996-97 school year, lobbied leg"I think the most disappointing
unconstitutional.
islators on mining bills and supported aspect of this decision is the lack of
"I think it's a victory for the First poli tical candidates by providing a recognition to how important extracurAmendment and it's a victory for stu- scorecard on particular issues.
ricular activities are to students," State
dents regardless of their political or
• Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Campus Rep. Tammy Baldwin, 0-Madison,
ideological
views,"
said
Scott Center: The LGBCC received $27,300 said.
Southworth, one of the three students and promotes "gay positive University
She also attacked the decision
who filed the lawsuit. "No students policies."
because it undermines the democratic
should have to pay for the political or
•Campus Women's Center: The cen- system in place for students to allocate
ideological activities of any group on ter received $35,281 for the 1996-97 their fees.
campus, no matter what they believe." school year. The plaintiffs objected to
"I think that mandatory student fees
But top UW officials say the decision an article in the center's newsletter are very much parallel to our paying of
will have devastating effects on the that urged people to block a controver- income taxes," she said. "There are
diven;ity of student groups at UW- sial bill that would require a 24-bour often places where those tax dollars go
Madison.
waiting period before a woman could that we object to. And yet, opting out is
WWe have one of the most rich and have an abortion. The plaintiffs also not available for taxpayers."
diverse arrays of student organizations attacked an article in the newsletter
Tim Casper , president of the United
in this country," said Dean of Students written by State Rep. Tammy Baldwin Council of UW Student Governments,
Mary Rouse. "Clearly this will result in which advocated same-sex marriages.
said the decision has the potential to
a decrease in the number of student
• UW Greens: The group received restrict student leadership opportuniorganizations at the UW."
$7,100 in funding for the 1996-97 ties.
Southworth and two other UW- school year. The plaintiffs alleged the
"When a student enters the universiMadison law students filed the lawsuit UW Greens lobbied legislatures for ty, part ofthe experience is outside the
in federal court last spring. They mining bills, and said the group sup- classroom," be said. "Without that
alleged that their First Amendment ported presidential candidate Ralph opportunity, we may be graduating less
rights to free speech and association Nader.
qualified students in the long run."
were being violated by the segregated
The plaintiffs also attacked 14 other
Student Services Finance Committee
fee policy. They objected to their money student groups for "political or ideolog- Chair Laura McKnight said the decibeing given to groups they do not sup- ical" purposes.
sion may wipe out student government
port.
as anyone knows it.
Expert offers analysis
Judge Shabaz said in his ruling that
"No one knows what is going to hapUW Political Scientist Donald
he balanced the constitutional rights of
pen,"
she said. "It could take away stuthe plaintiffs not to subsidize speech Downs, an expert in constitutional dent segregated fees as we know it."
that they object to against the UW's issues, said Shabaz's decision was

Analysis: Students will
pay less, get l•ss
-courts: Federal court ruling
means students will probably
pay less in fees, but will pay in
fewer campus opportunities.

ernment meetings or run for office.
But, according to 'those student representatives, the judge decided that
the democratic practices in place are
not good enough to determine how
fees are spent.
BY )ASON SHEPARD
An esteemed OW political scientist
THE 8ADCEa HERALD
said be does not entirely buy the
UNIVERSITY Of WISCONSIN
judge's decision. He said that students should pay ~:>ome money to cre(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis. - A
ate a marketplace of ideas.
federal judge made some ruling on a
However, many UW officials say
case involving student-segregated
the marketplace of ideas is going to
fees. What does it have to do with
shrivel up and die.
you?
The procedure of returning fees is
It means that you might not have
not known yet, but student organizato pay some student fees when it tions are already talking about what
comes time to write that tuition might happen if they lose funding.
check. At most, you could save about And, unfortunately for thetn, the
$37. That's a few pizzas and a case of prospect that they may no longer
beer for a good time.
receive money is real.
But the decision, which is a landBut at least you can go away knowmark in legal terms, does have some ing your money did not go to fund a·
far-reaching effects.
newsletter which talks about aborThe judge decided the current stu- tion as an alternative to pregnancy.
dent fee system violates your And your money did not go to stop
Constitutional rights. He said, basi- efforts to expand Highway 12, as one
cally, that if you do not like gays and group is trying to do.
if you do not like the things gays are
Nope. The judge said your money
saying, you do not have to give them does not have to fund those things .
money to say it. And if you do not Nor does it have to fund a whole
support abortion, you should not bunch of groups who currently
have to give a few pennies each year depend on student fee money.
to the Campus Women's Center.
That is the glory of the First
Basically, that's it. The judge said Amendment, three law students say.
you can save a few bucks because you They say when all else fails - when
don't have to give money to groups the m~ority attempts to squash the
whose ideas you don't support.
minority - the Constitution is there
Members of the Associated to save us.
Students of Madison have long said
So plan that pizza and beer party.
that if you don't like what ASM does, And do not forget to ask for your stuget involved and change it. Anyone dent money back. After all, a judge
who wants can speak at student gov- says you can.

Good
L u c k
Ra c e r
Bask e t b a I I !

Get well
soon,

Mr. Ed!!
We miss
you!

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

753-0113
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with
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soft drink
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University nearing director decision
being offered by employers in
need of someone with "experience," a "big smile," or the everpopular "high school diploma or
GED required."
Who knows, one may also
find an advertisement for a
BY BRIAN H ENSON
development director position.
STAff W RITER
In this instance, the advertiser
If you looked through the was Murray State University,
"Want Ads" of almost any large although its advertising was
newspaper, there would be a just a bit more exclusive than
seemingly endless string ofjobs the "want ads."

•A dmin is tration :
Murray State is narrowing the candidates for the
development director position.

Since the start of this acadeSince Ward's departure, a
mic year, the office of develop- committee, headed by accountment director has been vacant . ing chairman Tim Miller, has
at Murray State. The job of the ·been searching for a replacedevelopment director is to help ment. "It (the position) has
raise funds for the University been advertised and we've
called other schools to try to get
and ils programs.
This office was previously people to apply," Miller said.
The reason for the long periheld by Charles Ward, who left
after being offered a promotion od of time that has been taken
to vice president of develop- in finding a replacement for
ment by a small school in South Ward is because of the response
received by the University.
Carolina.

MSU enrollment rising
•Enrollm ent:
Murray
State's enrollment is up
12.2 percent since last year,
while statewide enrollment is off 4.5 percent.
BY j AkE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Enrollment at Kentucky universities has declined by 4.5
percent since 1993, but Murray
State University enrollment
has risen by 12.2 percent during the same period.
A study by the Council on
Higher Education was released
last December indicated that
182,001 students enrolled in
Kentucky's colleges and universities in the fall of 1993,
while in the fall of 1996 only
173,789 enrolled.
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said
one reason for the high enrollment is the aggressive recruitment by the University and the
residential college system.
"Residential colleges are a
retention device to get most

students involved on campus
and keep more students in
school," said he said.
In 1996, the state universities enrolled 105,664 students.
The
community
colleges
enrolled 43,674 and independent schools enrolled 24,451
the study by CHE does not
include the 3,700 students in
Bible colleges and theological
seminaries
The University of Kentucky's
enrollment has dropped by 1.3
percent to 24,061 students.
University of Louisville also
dropped 0.9 percent to 21,020
students.
Another reason for Murray
State's increased enrollment is
the increase of freshman and
sophomore retention from 64
percent to 70 percent.
"If you combine those two,
you see the increase in enroll·
ment," Robertson said.
The University has implemented new recruitment ideas
to bring more students to
Murray. One is to bring stu·
dents from Louisville to

"We've had about 40 people
apply," he said.
Another reason for the slow
decision by the committee is
the careful measures that have
to be taken in selecting fmalists.
"We've been going through
resumes and conducting personal interviews," Miller said.
"We (the committee) are
charged with making a set of
recommendations to the presi·

dent. We don't actually choose
who gets the position. We have
asked the president to extend
the selection process to give the·
committee more time."
Upon being asked if a list of
finalist names has been submitted to President Alexander
yet, Miller said, "We haven't
reached that point yet. We're
right in the middle of the
process of choosing fmalists
right now."

String Music

Murray by bus and show them
around campus as well as
answer the questions they
might have.
Murray State has also offers
more choices for students
through the Roads Scholar program and other scholarships
for students
Another idea is to have parents of current students to
encourage other parents to
come to Murray.
"The number one influence
on where students go to college
is their parents," Robertson
said.
The University is also looking at new territories for
prospective students from the
Florida and the Atlanta areas.
Robertson said Murray is
still nationally ranked as a safe
and affordable school . US
News and World Report
ranked
Murray
State
University number two among
southern universities.
"We continue to evaluate and
improve our recruitment plan,'
Robertson said.

Gwen DayS/Staff

Casey Godfrey, a freshman music education major from St. Charles, Mo., enjoys practicing his violin In the new practice rooms in the newly remode led Fine Arts Building.

MSU HEALTH SERVICES

Welcome Back

OFFERS FREE
CONFIDENTIAL
PREGNANCY,

(Students and Faculty)

AND STD TESTING

15% discount for
students and faculty ·with
valid MSO ID for cash
orders in the store.;

THIS SERVICE IS FUNDED BY THE
PuRCHASE DISTRICT J4U,TB DEPT.
110 N. 12th St.
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FLOWERS AND GIFTS
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Everyday- 6-11 a.m.

show you how to
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we'll
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OnG'arnjJus
Life House
LifeHouse Care Center
for Women will have an
open house in honor of
Sanctity of Human Life
Sunday on Jan. 19 from 3
to 4 p.m. Plans include a
time of prayer, refreshments and fellowship. Staff
and board members will
be available to answer
questions and show guests
the center.
For more information
contact LifeHouse at 7530700 or 1-800-467-7172.
LifeHouse is located at
1506 Chestnut St. in
Murray.

Smashing
Pumpkins conce rt
The Smashing Pumpkins
concert will be Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in the SJU Arena
in Carbondale, Ill. Tickets
are available by calling the
SIU Arena Special Events
Ticket Office between I0
a.m. and 3 p.m. to charge
by phone at (618) 4535341 .

WKMS concert
91.3 WKMS will present
the
second
annual
"Evening of Bluegrass" at 7
p.m. Saturday In Murray
State's Robert E. Johnson
Theater. The Jive concert
features area performers
heard on "Music From the
Front Porch," the station's
long-time Saturday morning folk. bluegrass and
Celtic program.
A fundraiser for the
area's public radio station,
the concert features mandolin prodigy Chris Thile
from
Murray,
Josh
Williams from Benton
with The Young Acoustic
Allstars and the group
Darkfire.
Admission is $5 at the
door. For information call
1-800-599-4737.

Spring Coral Union
Area singers are invited
to attend the first
rehearsal of the Spring
Choral Union, sponsored
by the department of
music, on Jan. 27.
Rehearsal will be at 7 p.m.
in room 214 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building.
The Choral Union is
made up of MSU students
and singers from Murray,
Benton, Mayfield and
Almo, as well as Paris,
Tenn., and other surrounding communities.
The choir is conducted by
Dr. Bradly L. Almquist,
director of choral activities. For more information
call 762-4288.

RC recognition
Murray State recently
received a favorable mention in a national publication regarding its residential college system. IM
Times Hi&her Education
Supplement printed an
article which discussed
MSU's residential college
system.
Complied by Katie Thomas
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college
Making a lifelong coJDDlitDlent
Both Starr and
Svebakken said they
are being assisted by
financial aid to pay
for tuition bills.
Starr also said her
husband has been
working 20 to 40
hours per week and
has even juggled as
many as three jobs
at one time to provide money for the
family. This is in
addition to a full
class load.
Svebakken said
having a child has
increased the pressure on her husband, Scott, a 1996
graduate of Murray
State, to find a job
quickly.
Not only does caring for a child cause
financial strains, but
it can also be both

BY SARAH W tGHT
COlUGE liFE EDITOI

Amy Svebakken, a
senior business administration major, is
usually up at 2:30
a.m., but it's not
because she stays up
late cramming for
tests or partying with
friends, it is because
it's feeding time for
her one-month-old son
Seth,
Svebakken is a
Murray State student
who is among the
small group of students who are meeting
the challenges of juggling marriage, family
and college.
Having a family not
only gives students
different priorities and
responsibilities but
also creates additional
strains on their time and finances.
Janie Hale, a senior business administratjon major
who has a five-year-old stepdaughter said becoming a
mother has changed her priorities.
"School will not and should not be your top priority
anymore," Hale said. "They [children] demand a lot
of your time. To me that's more important."
Svebakken and Trisha Starr, a senior professional
writing major and mother of a 17-month-old son,
Austin, agreed that caring for their children has
become their top priority, which leaves them little
time for extracurricular and social activities.
Starr said devoting time to her child has made participating in extrcurricular activities on campus virtually impossible.
Svebakken said having a child limited her t ime for
social activities, even with her husband.
"You can't go out and do stuff," Svebakken said. "We
spend a lot of time at home."
The students said that caring for a child also cuts ..
into study time.
"It is a challenge," Hale said. "I try to spend time
with her wh en she's home so she doesn't feel like my

studies are more important than her. I try to devote
my time to her."
physically and mentally tiring.
Svebakken and Starr do not have a choice between · Svebakken said she usually gets up at 2:30 and
their children and their studies because the children 5:30 a .m . to feed her son, and then has to feed him
again before she leaves for class.
demand their attention.
"He's so little so I have to get up in the middle of
"I have to plan it very carefully because when he's
awake he's my time," Starr said. "I have to devote my the night to feed him, and then I still have to get up
full attention to him [Aus tin). It can be pretty trying." in the morning and go to class," Svebakken said.
Svebakken works lo juggle her homework from 12 "Then I worry about him in the middle of the class."
Hale also agreed ~hat caring for a child can be
hours of classes in between her son's feeding schedule.
'
She said she will sometimes have her husband or demanding.
another family member watch her son in the evenings
"I get up about a half-an-hour earlier to get her
so she can get some studying done.
ready," Hale said. "It gives you more to worry about.
The students interviewed said that they have to I have to make sure her lunch is made and she gets
carefully schedule and plan their time, not only to to bed on time so she is awake and ready for the day
ensure they have time to study, but also so they have in the morning. I have to make sure s he has clean
childcare while they are in classes. These students clothes to wear and she's ready for the day."
said they were lucky to have family and friends who
Though these students admitted having a child
have been willing to babysit their children while they while still in college was a challenge they advise othwhere in classes.
ers to carefully consider before undertaking, they all
A child in the family adds to the cost of supporting felt their children where worth the difficulties they
faced.
oneself and financing an education.
''It is a challenge, but a good challenge," Starr said.
Svebak.ken said her son has added at least $50 to $75
per week to her previous expenses.
"I have a wonderful baby."

Marriage, college go hand in hand
"We've been together seven
years (married for one): she
said. "We were together all the
time anyway."

Bv JENNIFER PoTTER
AssiSTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOil

I

She said with busy schedules
of work and classes they have
to make an effort to spend
time with each other.

t's a romantic candle-

light dinner for two.
He gets down on one
knee ... and pops the question.

"Since we just started school
we haven't coordinated our
schedules, but if we have an
hour bet ween classes we
always try to eat together, and
we study together at night."

Will you marry me?
With some variation, this
scenario probably brings back
memories for some of you, but
why do some people wait until
after graduation while others
go ahead and tie the knot?
Robin Lasher, freshman
from Hampton, got engaged
Christmas Eve and could not
be happier, but she and fiance
Scott Hurst are not planning a
wedding anytime soon. They
are planning to wait, at least
until he graduates.
"We couldn't support ourselves (if they married now),"
Lasher said. "We also want to
enjoy life while we're still single. We've been dating for five
and a half years, so nothing
has really changed."
Lisa Nelson, junior from
Evansville, Ind., and fiance,
Marvin Zwahlen decided
together that they would delay
their wedding until1998.
He will graduate in May and
she in December.

With other activities they
just have to be flexible.

Photo Illustration by Gwen Dyas

Their only problem is that
they share a car.

"We just decided it would
financially be better to wait,"
she said.

after graduation, and now they
have been husband and wife
for exactly 13 days.

Senior Kristi Thompson from
Bardwell is also waiting until
she graduates in May before
s he and Paul Starr say their
vows.
She said her parents encouraged them to finish school
before taking such a big step.

"We agreed to wait until we
graduated to appease our parents and because she wanted a
winter wedding." Robers ton
said. "Now we can both have
jobs and not pay for two people
to go to school."

"We don't have any married
friends and our single friends
still come over and visit," he
said. "We approve of each others friends and usually just
hangout with everyone."

Robertson is a graduate student and working part time for
the University while Jessica is
looking for work. They were
engaged two years before they
got married and are finding it
to be a good experience.

Tina and Brian Grossman
from Louisville did not wait for
graduation before they were
married. Brian is a senior and
Tina is a junior, but she said
being married and going to college is "not bad at all."

"It would be a lot more pressure, being married and going
to school," she said.
To please their parents, newlyweds Jessica and Brian
Robertson did not marry until

As for the social scene. not
much as changed.

"I love to cook," she said. "I
usually can fix supper before
he gets home at 4:30, but if we
have a night class, I just fix it
later."
On the weekends they divide
time between each set of parents since his are in Louisville
and h er s are in Knoxville,
Tenn.
As far as the social side of
college goes, the Grossmans do
not have a problem.
"We've been together so long
it is not a problem. I go when I
want and so does he as long as
we have time with each other,"
s he said. "Our single friends
just party more."
She added, "You hear a lot of
horror stories. but it hasn't
been that bad."

\

She is the first

Bv SARAH

WIGHT

COUfGf LIFE EDITOR

Sue Farley, Murray State
reading coordinator ,
was
r ecently
named
the
Outstanding Developmental
Educator of the Year by the
Kentucky
Association
of
Developmental Education.
Farley is the first Murray
State faculity member to be
honored with this award which
is designed to recognize educators who have made significant
contributions to developmental
education and who have gone
above and beyond the call of
duty by demonstrating unusual
selflessness.

Farley has served in her current position in the Murray
State Reading and Study Skills
program since 1988 when she
graduated from Murray State
with her master's degree.
Doris Cella, Learning Center
Director said Farley was nominated "because she is an
unusually caring and unselfish
individual. Sue's service to the
University is, indeed, extraordinary."
"She has served on several
committees and task forces for
which she receives nothing,"
Cella added. "She has simply
done them out of the goodness
of the heart. These are activities that set her apart and

Sue Farley:
Reading
Coordinator was
named
Outstanding
Developmental
Educator of the
Year.

make her special."
Among
the
committees
Farley serves on are the
University's
Academic
Advising Task Force, Celebrate
Women Steering committee,
and search committees.
In addition, Farley has furthered her contributions to the
University by designing the
College Study Skills program to

coordinate with the First Year
Experience course, and a videobased course designed for students of the IDC World
Civilizations course.
Farley's involvement outside
of the classroom is her way of
looking out for her student's
interest.
"Many of the committees
have to do with pre-baccalaureate status students, and I am
interested in their futur e,"
Farley said.
"They deal with the requirements, rights and needs of
those students. I want to stay
very aware of t hat status so I
can relay that information back
to them."

Riley sings for cash, fun in Knoxville
Junior heads for talent
competition with support of
family, si~ters
C.O.

BRADLEY

NEWS EDITOR

Shanna Riley doesn't remember when
she started singing, but it's something she
has always done well.
Riley, a junior from Paducah, used that
talent to win the Master Card Act Talent
Search at Murray State last fall. This
weekend, she will be going to the regional
competition in Knoxville, Tenn.
Riley began singing while in middle
school as part of the school choir.
"I joined the choir in eighth grade, and I
was a teacher's assistant for the eighth
grade choir all through high school," Riley
said. "I was also president of the show
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choir , and I went to all-state and quad
state competitions."
When she got to college, she didn't get
involved with any singing groups. In fact,
she decided to major in therapeutic recreation. However, she never stopped singing
for fun.
When the talent contest was announced,
her sorority sisters thought she should
sing.
"My sorority sisters made me go," Riley
said. "They told me I could win and that I
needed to go."
She was finally convinced to give it a
shot. She went up against 11 others, all
but one singing (the other was a comedian). She sang "Another Time, Another
Place," a Sandy Patti song. When she won,
it came as a shock.
''I didn't expect to win," Riley said. "I was
surprised, but I did have 30 sisters there
rooting for me."
Lindsie Schutte, a freshman from

Shanna Riley:
Murray State junior will com-

pete in Knoxville at a regional
competlon for the Master
Card Act Talent Search.

Edgewood and Riley's sorority sister, was
at the talent competition that night.
"We all had faith in her talent , and she
still took my breath away," said Schutte. "I
never heard so many Alpha Delta Pis
scream so loud when they announced her
as the winner, I can't begin to describe how
proud we are of her."
Riley won a $100 gift certificate, and will
be competing for $1,500 this weekend. If
she moves on to the national competition,
she could win a $15,000 prize. lf chosen
the national winner, Riley said she would
probably use the money to buy a new car.

E yecare Specialties

Friday, January 17
.Show - Boat and Sports Card Show, 3 to 9 p.m., Expo Center
•Deadline -last day to e nroll in a ny regular full-Semester course.
Last day to drop a course.

Saturday, January 18
•Show - Boat and Sports Card Show, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Expo
Center
•Broadcast ·Texaco-Metropolitan Opera, 12:30 p.m. on WKMS
91 .3-FM
•Music -2nd a nnual WK~ S Evening of Folk a nd Bluegrass, 7
p.m., Johnson Theate r

Sunday, January 19
•Show - Boat and Sports Card S how, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Expo
Center
-concert - Sierra conte mpora ry Christian music group, First
Assembly of God, 7:30 p.m. For more information call 753-6695

Monday, January 20
-Holiday - Classe s dis missed a nd administration offices closed.
Health Services closed.
•Seminar -The Difficulties of Today: Division Among Us, 1 to 2:30
p.m., Mississippi Room, Curris Center
-Seminar · The Difficulties of Tomorrow: Ebonies & California
Proposition 209, 2:40 to 4:10 p.m., Ohio Room, Currls Center
•Movie- Eyes on the Prize: Awakenings (1954· 1965), 1 to 2:3o
p.m., Barkley Room, Curris Cente r
•Movie - Eyes on the Prize:Fighting Back (1957-1 962), 2:40 to
4:10 p.m., Barkley Room, Curris Cente r

Tuesday, January 21
•Recital - Sandra Lunte, flute, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Building
•Movie - Movie Nights at Cheri 3 Theater - students and faculty
$2.50 with I.D.

Wednesday, January 22
-Movie - Movie Night at Cheri 3 Theate r - students and faculty
$2.50 with I.D.

Thursday, January 23
•Meeting • Alcoholics Anonymous - 6:30 to 8 p.m., Ohio Room,
3rd Floor Curris Cente r. Free coffee
•Meeting- Frate rnity rush Information meeting, 6 p.m., Hart
College Coffeehouse
-Movie • Cinema Internationa l presents "The Brothers McMullen",
7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater

SPECIALIZING IN RELATIONSHIPS
Reveal Your Lovers Future!
SEPARATED FROf1 YOUR LOVER'
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Campus Recreation

The University Barber Shop

~~ welcom es

641South

Puryear, Tenn. .

(901 )247-5798

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar open till midnight

You ""

• We Have 3 Barbers to Serve You
• ROTC & National Guard
Members Inv ited
•Military Experienced
•Cosmetology & Barbering
Licensed
• No Appointments Necessaryr::=::J
Hours Tuesday through Friday
7:30a.m.- 5:30p.m .

Saturday 8 a.m.- noon
11

Warm up
your day with
a copy of

The Murray
State News

,..
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Stop By Anytime"

Schedule - January-April, 1997

-

January:
Basketball ..................................................... 23
Greek Bowling............................................... 23
Greek Racquetball.. ....................................... 24
Schick Super Hoops 3-on-3 Tournament ...... 27

February:
Walleyball .......................................................6
RC Racquetball...............................................6
9-Ball Tournament. ....................................... 18
Volleyball ...................................................... 27

March:
Soccer...........................................................20
Ultimate Frisbee...........................................20
Greek Golf................................................... 28
Swim Meet. ..................................................31

April:
Spring Golf....................................................4

Con~ratulations to a Gamma Beta Pni New MemOers.
Left to right; Paulette Loheman;
Candace Tyree; Linda Casey;
Dana Howlet; Matt Choate;
Darra Benson; Dr. Don
Robertson, V.P. of Student
Affairs; Lori Dial, Advisor; and
Dr. Janice Murphy, Advisor.

Special Thanks to
Dr. Robertson for his
attendance at the
Fall 1996 Induction.

CollegeLije
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Fine Arts sports new look, more facilities
HEATHER MARIE MARTIN
STAff WRITER

Outside the window of the library, a mixture
of snow, sleet, and rain is pouring down and
there is five minutes until class starts.
Heading out the doors and going straight is a
great option, but there stands a construction
site for the Fine Arts Building that has been
underway for t he last two years.
What is this building? Three years ago, the
basement of the "Old" Fine Arts Building was
gutted by fire and renovated from 1994 to 1996.
It served portions of the art, music, and dance
programs, and was rededicated on Dec. 8.
"I think it is a wonderful benefit to the students," Brian Runnels, chairman of the music
department, said.
This portion of the Fine Arts Building has a
little less than 40 practice rooms to accommodate 200 students, classrooms for music education, better facilities for tech nology needs,
recording studio and a keyboard lab. Runnels
said it also includes a greatly improved performance hall.
During the renovations to the Fine Arts
Building, the music department practiced in
stairwel1s, breezeways, and even the basement
of the old Church of Christ building acr oss from

Sparks Hall.
Mike Britt, a junior, said the building is a
much nicer facility for practicing percussion.
"This building is more convenient than walking halfway across campus to the church,"
junior Melony Turner said.
The reopening of the Fine Arts Building
affects the College of Communications and Fine
Arts tremendously. It attracts students from
around the region and stands out as a top-notch
facility, Runnels said.
The College is hosting its first scholarship day
on Jan. 25. They also hold five high school Quad
State Festivals in the new auditorium throughout the year.
The newly reopened building accepts cable
feed and internet. It also allows for a variety of
technology in the classrooms.
Some interesting additions are a recording
studio and a synthesis lab. The practice rooms
are larger with enlarged doorways. An acoustical designer who worked with the construction
process soundproofed the rooms so students can
practice while concerts and various activities
are going on in the auditorium. Another plus is
a Jhaintenance worker available to care for and
tune the instruments for the students.
"'t is a totally different building, but highly
functional for the students," Runnels said.

Barry Johnsoi\I'Guest
Dr. Roge r Re ichmuth d irects a public school music class. This is one of the first classes he ld In the
Fine Arts building since the renovatio ns were completed.

Jewish organization fills cultural, spiritual gap
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF W RITtR

With all of the churches, and religious groups on Murray State's campus, it would seem that every faith,
and denomination, would be represented.
However, until recently there had
never been an organization for Jewish
students. In fact, the closest temple is
located in Paducah. So it is no surprise that someone would establish a

J ewish student organization on campus.
This past September,
senior Kim Newman and
Capt. Matthew Tyler, of
the
Military
Science
Depar tment, decided to
start the Hillel Jewish
Student Organization for
those students at Murray
who pract ice Judaism.
"Kim and I met at our synagogue
and decided that we wanted to work

together in starting a
group at Murray to help
other Jewish students
learn more about their
cultural background,"
Tyler said.
The lack of such an
organization was a
major concern of both
Tyler and Newman.
"When I was a freshman there was nothing offered on
campus for the Jewish, so we decided

SOPHOMORES ... JUNIORS

to bring something to Murray that
was long past due," Newman said.
Tyler had previously been involved
in an organization similar to Hillel.
''The college that I had attended had
one, and I thought it would be a good
outlet for the students at Murray to
learn about their culture and meet
other Jewish people," Tyler said.
Newman said th~re have only been
a few meetings because of a lack of
success in fmding Jewish students.
"The students who have shown up

ALL MEETINGS WILL BE IN THE CURRIS CENTER THEATER.
Select one of these times to meet with University officials
and hear information about the following topics:

CAREER SERVICES
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION & INTERNSHIPS
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
STUDY ABROAD INFORMATION
GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION
Please bring your Racer Card In order for us to acknowledge
your attendance and offer you a special deal!

The organization will serve a spiritual and social function.
"What we are trying to do is provide
an environment where people of a
common faith can come together and
worship,"Newman said. "We also
want to let other Jewish students
know that even though we arc in a
minority, that they are not alone."

August Moon

An important meeting that you will not want to miss is

scheduled at the following times:
January 28,
Tuesday
4 p.m.
January 29,
Wednesday
12:30 p.m.
January 30,
Thursday
3 p.m.
February 3,
Monday
9 p.m.

seemed to have enjoyed it," Tyler said,
"I think they have gotten a lot out of
it."

Olympic Plaza 759-4653

Welcome Back
MSU Students

Dine-In or Carry-Out
MSU Students Discount Nightly
Parties & Meetings Welcome
Gift Certificates Available
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.- 10 p.m. Monday -Thursday 11 a.m - 9 p.m.

Your favorite drink FREE
with Dinner Buffet
August Moon
Not valid with any other discount.

:}-{air .Stucfio
753-3688

/Ge~ the SC<?OP
~on

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

tmprovtng
your business...
Advertise in J
The MurrayJ
( State News!

WafK;ins we[come
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Razzle Dazzle

Alpha Sigs
on winning the

Sorority
Football
Championships!
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School day blues

New semester sparks student critiques of MSU
Bv ) ENNIFER

P o TIER

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LI FE EDITOR

It was Monday. Of all the days to
s tart school. If it was Monday, something had to go wrong.
However, it all started on Sunday
for some people because several did
not know the residential colleges had
opened the day before. Once everyone
was moved in the power went out,
leaving residents without heat while
the outside temperature dipped to a
chilling 13 degrees.
Nothing improved with the beginning of classes. Students found they
l1ad trouble with drop/add, long, long
lines in the bookstore, ice on the side·
walks, cold classrooms, and out-ofstock textbooks.
Chris Weatherly/Staff
Students took it in stride and many
replied that their first few days of Brandl Cornwell, se nior from Paducah, braves the long lines to buy her books.
classes ran as smoothly as could be
Yeatts said the power in his home ter, just a typical back-to-school kind
expected.
near campus went out, and he called of thing.
Probably the most disconcerting maintenance workers, but Central
Liz Morris was not concerned with
occurrence was the power failu re Plant employees were already on the
the
power failure, she said she was
throughout the residential colleges job. A joint effort between the central
annoyed
with a lack of communication
Sunday night.
plant at MSU and Murray Electric between housing officials and resiDewey Yeatts, director of facilities restored power in about three hours.
dents.
'
management said an electrical switch
Joy Brown from Shepherdsville said
Morris, a junior from Chicago,
in the vicinity of Waldrop and
she was "freezing," but she handled it. returned to Murray Friday and stayed
Chestnut streets melted, causing the
All in all, no one seemed to consider with some friends on Saturday
blackout which also affected some city
the short power failure a major disas- because s he had been told the residenre.<~idents.

tial colleges would not open until
Sunday at noon.
"I don't know when it got changed,"
she said. "I was ratner annoyed. I
would have come down sooner. It is
tiring to drive all day. It wasju.11t a hig
hassle."
Heather Davis, junior from
Louisville said she is "not bac~ on
wack" after moving in just two days
before classes began.
"I was not scheduled for all the
classes I needed and had to get signed
in ," she said. "Usually we have four
days. This year we did not have time
to get it all straightened out before
classes started."
Other stories tell of studen ts with
private rooms who found they had
roommates, timing mixups and small
inconveniences, but all were solved
promptly.
John McCuiston from Trenton complained about the lines in th e bookstore.
"The line was 10 miles long, so I left.
I'll go back later this week."
Ryan Moore, junior from J:onesboro,
Ark., · was also perturbed with the
bookstore because the books for two of
her five classes are unavailable.
She also said there was no heat in
her biology classroom.
"'t feels like it's 50 degrees in there,"
Moore said". If there is not heat in
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753-6745
Open Daily Monday - Friday
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-that klawl 2218 houra free for anything
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"In tillht-. dltyl or .... 6190
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there Thursday, I'll be carrying a
space heater to class. I want to call
Kern Alexander and ask ifne has heat
in his house and is paying $3,000 for
it."
Despite a few problems, the beginning of the semester rolled along
smoothly and, despite harsh winter
weather a nd probably a few slips and
spills, all was well at MSU.

t~~ fJA.Cl
coffee h. ouze

Gourmet Coffees
& Italian EsPresso
Dixieland ShoPPina Center

759·2425

L------------..1

Call Your Papa ·
For Free Delivery

FRATERNITY RUSH
INFORMATION MEETING
Thursday, Jan. 23
5 p.m.
Hart College Coffeehouse
* Anyone interested in going through rush

atu·

753-6666
Now accepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.

RACER SPECIAL

should attend.

Large one topping
$6.98 +Tax
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Racers road trip
T he Racer me n's and
wo men's basketball team
will be o n the road for t he
next two games as they
make their annual journey
t hrough " Death Valley,"
meaning t hey will fa ce
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State o n the
road. The Racers will face
the Colone ls on Saturday,
and then will t ravel to
Morehead on Monday, jan.
20. They will return to
Racer Arena for a fourgame home stand starting
Thursday, jan., 23, when
they will host Southeast
Misso uri State.

Players staying for now
•Football: Players such as Willy
Van Gorder are putting their
future plans on hold until the
naming of a new football coach.
BY GREG
• AsSISTANT

STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Contrary to rumors that have been
circulating around campus, football
players such as Willy Van Gorder have
no plans for transferring- for now.
Van Gorder, a sophomore from
Pontotoc, Miss., is one of the players

rumored to be going elsewhere after former head coach Houston Nutt left the
Racer program for the same position at
Bohle State University.
Although Van Gorder has been the
subject of tr ansfer rumors, he docs not
have any such plans at the moment.
"l haven't said whether or not I will
transfer," he said. "l have no plans for
transferring."
Van Gorder remains a Murray State
student, though he has not decided on
his status with the Racer program. He
thinks his future plans lie in the results
of the search for the new football coach

and how spring practice goes for him.
"It has a lot to do with th e new head
coach," Van Gorder said. "(Houston)
Nutt is going to be a hard man to
replace. It also depends on how spring
practice goes."
Van Gorder is planning to stay at
Murray until the spring semester ends,
no matter what happens in the Racer
football program.
"As far as I'm concerned, I'm still at
Murray until the spring semester ends,"
he said. "I haven't made a decision yet.
I'm still an athlete at Murray State, and
I'm going to perfonn as well as I can."

The MSU Indoor Track
team will traveled today to
Charleston, Ill. to compete
in their t hird meet this
year, the Eastern Illinois
University
Invitatio nal.
Their
next
challenge
comes in Cape Girardeau,
Misso uri for the Southeast
Missouri Invitational.

•Men's basketball: A t
Monday's game versus
TSU, Vincent Rainey, and
D.T. Mayes led the Racers
to their seventh win.

Schick Hoops soon
Teams for the national
Schick Super Hoops 3-on3 tournament are being
formed. The deadline to
sign up is jan. 27, and play
will start jan., 28. The
entry fee is $4.00 per person. The winner will
advance to the regional
tournament at Eastern
Kentucky University. For
more information, go by
Intra-Collegiate
Sports
and Recreation office In
t he Curris Center or contact them at 762-6791 .

Most VC!luable

Deteri Mayes and Dawn
Miller are the Racers of
the week.
Mayes, a 6-3 junior from
Montgomery, Ala., scored
26 points and grabbed 7
rebounds in Murray State's
victory over Tennessee
State. He also was 4-5
fro m three-point range,
and 4-4 from the free
throw line.
Miller, a senior from
Murray, finished fourth in
t he wo men's shot put at
the
Southern
Illinois
Unive rsity Invitational in
Carbo ndale. She hurled
t he shot put for a distance
of 12.44 meters, and finished as the highest lady
Racer in that division.

Sports Tril 'ia
Do you know...
On which professional
spo rts teams do t hese
recent Murray graduates
playl
I. Marcus Brown
2. Derrick Cullo rs
3. Po peye jones
Answers:

I. The NBA's Portland Trailblazers
2. The NFL's Baltimore Ravens
3. The NBA's Toronto Raptors

All returning players met with the
three candidates who have interviewed
so far for the b ead coach opening. Skip
Hall, an assistant coach at Missouri,
John Reaves, an assistant at South
Garolina, and Rockey Felker the offensive coordinator at the University of
Arkansas ..
Van Gorder declined comment on the
meetings. However, he did note that he
thinks the players will play a major role
in the selection of a new coach.
"In all, I think the final word will
come down to who the players agree on,"
he said.

Murray takes
down TSU •

Getting on track

Deteri Mayes,
Dawn Miller

13

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Vincent Rainey, Murray State Guard, flies by a
TSU defender as he pre pares to lay in two of his

l l points in the Racers 87-75 victory over
Te nnessee State Monday night at Racer Are na.

Rainey combined for 28 of the
team's 36 points.
"It was planned from the
start to have them, (Rainey
and Mayes) touch the ball
more than the others," said
Bv EDDIE GRANT
head coach Mark Gottfried.
SPORTS EDITOR
"And we did just that."
Two of college basketball's
In the second half, the
best-known former coaches- Racers took their four-point
former Kentucky head coach lead and expanded it to a 13Joe B. Hall, and forme r
point
cushion
midway
UCLA head coach Jim
through the second half.
Harrick - wer e on hand
Tennessee State then
Monday night to watch chipped the Racers' lead
Murray defeat Tennessee tlown to six points with a
State 87-75.
s lightly more than three minThe Racer s got off to a slow utes left, however the Racers
start, failing to score in their closed .the game out to earn
first three trips down the their fourth win in five
floor. This allowed t he Tigers games.
to earn a 4-0 advantage.
"It was a sloppy game, but
Then OVC Newcomer of the it's a win," Gottfried said of
Week, Deteri Mayes got the his team's performance,
Racers on th e board hitting
"I was a little concerned
his first three-point at tempt. going into halftime, but when
Mayes would go on to hit you're up by only four you will
seven of his next eight shots get excited," he said.
for a total of 15 first-half
The Racers will hit the road
points.
for their next two games at
Physical play meant trans- Eastern
Kentucky
and
lated into five trips to foul Mor ehead State. Gottfried
line for the Racer s, with · said he feels confident his
Vincent Rainey making nine squad can return home with a
of 10 from the stripe. This sweep of the Colonels and
also equated into foul trouble Eagles.
. for
TSU
as
Michael
"It's happy valley, not
Thompson committed his Death Valley, and it is a busifourth foul with 10:57 left in ness trip," he said. '' We are
the firSt half.
going to get two wins, not
At the half, the Racers held split them . I am confident
a 36-32 lead as Mayes and that we can do it."

Lady Racers hunt down Tigers
•Wo m e n ' s
Bas k etb all:
The
Lady Racers defeated
Tennessee State 94-58
for their first OVC
wm.
Bv C HRIS JONES
STAFF

WRITER

The Lady Racer's basketball team (4- 9, 1-4

OVC) hosted Tennessee
State (5-7, 2-3 OVC) on
Monday for the first time
this season. The team
was hoping to get their
first
Ohio Valley
Conference win after
their first four attempts
had failed.
The Lady Racers blew
it open at the outset scoring 48 first half points
and took a commanding

23 point lead into the
half, in route to a 94- 58

win.
"This is the best game
we've played all year ,"
assistant coach Lori Opp
said. "We took it to them
and got the job done . It
was
a
well-rounded
effort."
Leading the way for the
Lady Racers was senior
center Stephainc Minor, a

Madisonville native, who
tallied 23 points, 13
rebounds, four assists
and two blocks. Ten of
Minor's 13 boards were
defensive.
Sophomor e
guard Bobbi Coltharp
pitched in 18 points,
while Misty Pierceall had
14 and Shonta Hunt
scored ten.
Tennessee State was
led by K.K. Brunson's 21

point a nd seven rebound
effort and Cari Hassell's
13 point , three rebound
effort.
Murray State shot
nearly 70 percent from
the floor in t he second
half, and ended the game
with a 60 percent field
goal average. Tennessee
State shot only 27 percent
from t he floor.
"It was a big game for

us and a lot of kids
stepped up thejr game,"
assistant coach Lori Opp
said. "The key to this win
was we all played together as a unit."
The next game for the
Lady Racers will come on
Saturday, as they travel
to Richmond. Their t.hey
will battle the Colonels of
conference rival Eastern
Kentucky University.

Nutt's successes will test new coach
The departure of Coach
Houston Nutt to accept the job
as head man at Boise State
left one pair of tihoes to be
filled. These shoes, or cleats
as the case may be, will be a
very big pair for the next
Racer head football coach to
flll.
When Nutt took the helm of
the USS Racerprise, it was
1993. Clinton had just completed his first year in office, I
was a junior in high school,
and no one had yet heard of
the thing that became the
"Macarena."
He also inherited a program
that went 2-9-0 in 1992,
defeating only Mi~;~:~ouri- Rolla

Sports
Tall.?.
EDDIE
GRANT
SPORTS Eonoa

and Austin Peay. From these
sobering st.atistics, our beloved
head coach gradually built a
stronger and more impressive
team.
A team that kept improving
year by year until 1995 and
1996 when the leam became
back-to-back Ohio Valley

Conference Champions, posting perfect 11-0 conference
records both years.
Murray's last OVC title
prior to Nutt.'s tenure came in
1986 under Frank Beamer,
and that year the Racers'
record was 7-4-2. The last
time the team went undefeated was way back in 1928!
Aside from these accomplishments, Nutt's team did
something no other Racer
team had done before. This
season the team reached the
second round of the 1-AA playoffs for the first time in the
school's history.
There is only one other
coach I know of that can be

credited with such a tumaround. That would be the
head coach of my beloved
Pittsburgh Steelers, Bill
Cowher. He inherited Chuck
Noll's post in 1992 along with
a 7-9 record. Since becoming
head man in the "Steel City",
Cowher has returned the team
to the glory it knew in the late
1970's.
He has done this by leading
the Steelers to the playoffs
every year since he became
head coach. And last year he
took the team to the the Super
Bowl.
He is considered to be one
of the best coaches in the
NFL, and by these standards,

the same could be said about
Houston N uLt.
So one can only hope that
-the next coach will have feet
big enough to fit the shoes
Houston Nutt left here in
Murray.
Or will he have even bigger
feet so that he will make his
own mark? Will we go on to
reach the summit of Division
1-AA and win a national title.
Th e answers to these questions will come with time, and
hard work, not through a crystal ball. But I do have the
faith that the next man who
leads the Racers into the 21st
century will indeed do his best
to, "make it so!"

Sports
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Jerry
left
defensive line and MSU for the
strength coach, head coaching
Is remaining at
position
at
the University.
M i 8 s 0 u r i
Western State
College, where
he was once a
students assisMcClain: MSU Partridge

STAFF REPORT
'

\
f

i

With football coach Houston Nutt departing,
he did not leave many of the assistant coaches
behind at Murray State. The coaches he took
with him to Boise State were offensive line coach
Mike Markuson, defensive coordinator/inside
linebacker coach.Bobby Allen, tight end/special
teams coach Mark Hutson, inside linebacker
coach Bo Hannaford and his brother, running
backs coach Danny Nutt.
Only one of Nutt's full-time coaches remains
on the payroll at MSU. Defensive line/strength
coach Larry McClain is still working for MSU, as
a teacher and strength coach. Defensive backs

coach

Larry

january I 7. 1997

Basketball, racquetball, pool
top intramurals for spring

M cClain .stays,
Partridge goes
•Football: With Jerry Partridge leaving
to take the head coaching job at his alma
mater, and five of Nutt's assistants following him to Boise State, Larry McClain is
the only coach from Nutt's tenure still at
Murray State

The Murray State News

tant coach.
If he remains in his position at' Murray,
McClain will enter his fifth season with the
Racers. McClain came from Elon College in
1992, where be was defensive coordinator, and
before was a graduate assistant at Oklahoma
State.
Partridge, who graduated from Missouri
Western and started his coaching career as a
graduate assistant coach at the University of
Missouri, joined the Racer staff in July 1966
after a stint as the defensive coordinator at
MWSC from 1993·95.

•Intramurals: Many of
the spring sports are starting soon, with deadlines in
January and February.

and Jan. 24 for racquetball.
Intercollegiate Sports and
The starting date for these Recreation coordinator Sherri
sports will be determined later. Gallimore expects a large
The intramural basketball turnout for intramurals this
league, which will include fra- semester.
ternities, sororities and resi"I expect to see an increase
Bv GREG STARK
dential college teams, wi11 start over last winter, we had an
AssiSTANT SroaTs EoiToa
Jan. 29, with the deadline to increase of 15 teams in flag
enter set for Jan. 23.
football this fall," she said. "J
For Murray State students
The sports that kickoff in think this is due to the residenwho are sports enthusiasts, February are Wallyball, which tial college system."
there are a wide variety of is volleyball played on a racGallimore also expects basintramural sports that will quetball court, and residential ketball to be among the popular
begin
this
month
and college racquetball The dead- sports.
February.
line for registration in these
"Basketball is a popular
Most of these sports will leagues is Feb. 6, and both are sport, we usually have people
incorporate the use of men's tentatively scheduled to begin come out of the woodwork for
·and women's residential college play Feb. 10.
basketball," she said.
teams, as well as fraternity and
The last intramural event in
For more information about
sorority teams.
February is a nine-ball pool the upcoming sports this term,
The first sports to start will tournament, which bas a regis- go to the Intercollegiate Sports
be Greek bowling and Greek tration deadline set for Feb. 18. and Recreation office on the
racquetball. The deadline for The tournament will take place first floor of the Curris Center
entrants is Jan. 23 for bowling Feb. 19.
or contact them at 762-4458.

Results of second indoor
t o avert crisis in football track meet please Doty

l OVC hunting for ways

l

l,

•Football: OVC members look into correcting the uncertain future of their football programs, some of the programs have
decided to discontinue scholarships,
while another plans on leaving the conference entirely in 1999.

committee after three schools expressed an
interest in becoming football-playing members.
The names of these school were not disclosed.
In December. Austin Peay State University
announced that it will no longer award football
scholarships. Morehead State did the same in
1995. Also Middle Tennessee State's move to
Division I-A when its stadium is expanded in

STAFF REPORT

1999.

A committee made up of members of the Ohio
Valley Conference will look into the future of its
football league's uncertain future.
This self-imposed study is due to the fact that
two schools are going to drop football scholarships, and another member of the conference is
moving up into Division 1-A. During the OVC's
winter meeting, OVC presidents appointed the

The presidents granted Middle Tennessee
State an extra year as a football playing league
member, to fill the vacant position left by the
departure of Austin Peay.
Other members of the OVC include, Eastern
Kentucky
University,
Eastern Illinois
University, Tennessee Tech, Southeast Missouri
State University, Tennesse State , Murray State
and the University of Tennessee at Martin.
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•Indoor Track: MSU track coach Bob
Doty takes a handful of participants from
both indoor track teams to their second
meet of the year,and return to Murray
with some success.
Bv G REG

STARK

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOI

Though only a handful of Murray State athletes traveled to the Southern illinois University
Invitational in Carbondale, the Racer indoor
track team still had a successful trip.
Shotputters Dawn Miller and Sarah Willis led
the women's team with fourth- and sixth-place
finishes, respectively, while Nick Murray paced
the men's squad with a sixth-place finish in the
men's shotput.
In an effort to get his team back into the flow

of competition following a month-long layoff,
coach Bob Doty chose only nine men and seven
women to attend the meet. Other schools competing in the meet came from Mississippi State,
Missouri, Georgia Tech, Mississippi, Alabama,
Arkansas State and the host school, SIU.
"We took about half of the women and about
half of the men," Doty said. "It was just a meet
to get them started back, it was good competition."
After the extended layoff, Doty felt that the
team got ofT to a positive start against tough
competition.
"It was a tough meet," he said. "It gives the
kids an idea of how to compete with this tough
competition."
Today, Doty and the Racer indoor track team
travels to Charleston, lllinois to compete in the
Eastern Illinois University Invitational
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NCAA convention allows
jobs for college athletes
pass them at previous conventions had failed. This measure
passed by only 19 votes. The
reason it had failed in the past
is because it was believed that
it would invite cheating and
create an administrative nightBY EDDIE G RANT
mare.
SPoRTS EDITOR
One stipulation of the meaAt a meeting of the NCAA sure is that a student can only
delegates Monday, many unex- earn the difference between the
pected measures were passed, value of their scholarship, and
while others failed to after the full cost of attendance at
their school.
strong debates.
For example if a football
A key measure allowing athletes at Division I-A schools to scholar ship at Oklahoma is
hold down part time jobs was valued at $15,000 per year and
passed after a long an heated the cost of attendance for an
debate. Then while a student· out-of-state student is valued
athlete advisory committee still at $18,000, an out-of-state
argued over it, the delegates football player could earn up to
passed another defining mea- $3,000 in a part time job.
"This is a major shift in consure. This measure now gives a
cept
for this organization," said
fourth year of eligibility to parNCAA
President's Commission
tially qualified students that
Chairman
Sam Smith .• "The
get a degree in four years.
NCAA
is
trying
to move toward
What makes the passing of
a
recognition
that students
these items so unexpected is
play
a
larger
role
than they've
the fact that other attempts to

•NCAA: This year's full
NCAA convention yielded
big changes, in the way
that the Association views
the role of it's athletes..

Rugby team prepares
for upcoming season
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State Rugby Club in gearing up for what will
hopefully be a successful spring semester.
The club will attend a coaching seminar in Nashville Jan.
24-26 at Vanderbilt University.
The seminar will be conducted by a Professional Rugby
Coach from Europe and will focuti on different drills, as well
as various coaching strategies.
Middle Tennessee State, Vanderbilt University, Western
,Kentucky University, and Fort Campbell will also attend.
On Jan. 27, The Rugby Club will hold a one--day camp for its
own players. The same European coach will conduct the camp.
The club will scrimmage the Paducah Rugby Club on the
Intramural fields.
Their first game which is to be held on March L
A women's rugby team is also under organization. The first
organizational meeting was held last night, but Anyone interested should contact Josh Andrews or Holly Bishop.
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Let's Talk

had the last several years. We
made some progress today into
where we need to be. "
This measure though it
passed is still opposed by a a
few of people.
"Do you really want to start
keeping time cards for your
student
athletes
at
McDonald's?," asked one delegate.
University of Alabama president Andrew Sorenson spoke of
a fear of abuse, and that some
schools might possibly inflate
earnings to attract top
prospects.
Earlier delegates, passed
legislation that put a new governing structure into place.
Also voted down was a mea·
sure to add 14 scholarships to
men's basketball, even t hough
it had been partially a pproved.
Another measure that would
have required football and basketball players to register their
cars with the NCAA fell short
of passage as well.

Seth Dixon/Staff

Skip HaJI, a candidate for the recentlyvacated football coach position, met with

Eric Mathies, junior from Forest Park, Ill.
after Hall's press conference Monday.

Lady Racers win annual Navy Classic
•Women's basketball: In a 70-61
victory over Navy, the Lady Racers
brought home the championship of
the fifth annual Navy Classic.

the team, they managed to come away with

a 55-51 win.

"Up to that point, that was probably one
of the best games we had played this sea·
son," said Lori Opp, assistant coach.
The victory over Long Island put the
Lady
Racers into the championship game
BY CHRIS )O NES
against Navy, which boasted a perfect
STAFF Wama
(8-0> record. The Lady Racer's took the
The Lady Racer's basketball team took to momentum from the Long Island game
the road over Ch ristmas break traveling to right into the championship game defeat·
Annapolis, Maryland, where they won the ing Navy by a score of 70-61. Center
Minor,
senior
from
fifth annual Navy Classic basketball tour- Stephaine
Madisonville, led the way for Murray scornament.
Teams invited to the tournament includ- ing 19 points and grabbing 11 rebounds.
Bobbi Coltharp, a Mayfield native, pitched
ed Murray, Long Island, and host Navy.
Murray drew Long Island in the first in 16 points and pulled down two
game and trailed by a point going into half- rebounds.
Named to the All-tournament team for
time.
In one of the closest games of the year for the Lady Racer's were Stephaine Minor

and Shonta Hunt.
Minor was also named the MVP of the
tournament after averaging 17 points per
contest. She also totaled 17 rebounds and
two blocks.
"The team played really well together,
there was a lot of intensity and we just
went out and got the job done," Opp said. "I
can't say enough about Stephaine Minor.
Game in and game out she goes out and
get's the job done. She's a good post-player
and works hard inside. Game after game
she get's in there and takes a beating but
she still manages to get the job done."
For their efforts, both Minor and
Coltharp were named Player of the Week
and Newcomer of the Week by the league
office; respectively.
The Lady Racers play again on Saturd~y
at Eastern Kentucky.
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·T he search is on for Racers' next coach
Skip Hall:
52 year-old

EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

John Reaves:
Former pro quarterback, and
assistant coach at
South Carolina,
hopes Murray
will be his first
head
coaching job.

associate head

Three of five rumored cancoach from the
University of
didates for the head football
Missouri, believes
coaching position visited camMurray could win
pus this week.
a national tide..
The candidates are Skip Hall,
John Reaves, and Rockey
Felker. A brief biography of
ter's degree from the
each follows.
University of Colorado, where
Skip Hall
he served as a graduate assisSkip Hall, the first candidate tant.
to interview for the position of
He has 30 years of coaching
MSU head football coach was
experience including such jobs
introduced to the public
as assistant head coach at the
Monday.
University of Washington,
Hall is the associate head
assistant coach at Kent State,
coach at the University of
and head coach of Henning
Missouri.
High School in Minnesota. His
Prior to his stint at Missouri, overall coaching record is 219Hall was the head coach at
124-4.
Boise State, where former
Hall told the press that he
Racer coach Houston Nutt
was impressed with Murray
recently assumed head coachState's facilities and the people
ing duties.
here, and that he was looking
Hall headed the Boise State
for a place that wants tq win a
program for six years and
national title.
among his most noteworthy
"I'd rather come in to a
accomplishments was an
Division I-AA program and
improvement of the graduation have a shot at a national title
rate of players from 30 to 90 .
than a low-end Division I-A
percent. Also, his teams
team and beat my head
attracted an av;erage of 5,000
against the wall for 10 years,"
additional fans during his
he said.
tenure.
He doesn't plan to change
A graduate of Concordia
much about the current proCollege, Hall earned a mas-

gram if he gets the job, rather
he plans to build on the foundation set by Nutt.
Aggressive play is at the
core of Hall's coaching philosophy.
"I always tell people that we
tape up our ankles. Pin our
ears back. Set our hair on fire
and cause a wreck," he said.
Hall and his wife, Virginia,
say they do not look at this job
as a stepping stone because he
has done that in the past and
is now looking for a lasting
engagement.
Hall has many notable
achievements on his resume.
While at Boise State, he
coached 15 All-Americans and
23 All-Big Sky (1st team) players. He participated in three
Rose Bowls while at
Washington, two bowl games
while at Colorado and one
while at Kent State.
As a head coach he has a
record of 42-28 including two

"Broke My Chain!"
No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or loose stones ...

See the Jewelry Repair Specialist

J. T. LEE, Jeweler

trips to the NCAA I-AA playoffs and an appearance in the
semifinal round.
Off the field, Hall is an
active member of the National
Football Coaches Association,
and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes as well as
several charitable organizations.

history.
Mer his pro career, Reaves
went into real estate until
1993 when Steve Spurrier
asKed him to join his coaching
staff at the University of
Florida.
In 1994, he moved to South
Carolina where he became the
passing game coordinate~, and
quarterback coach. During his
tenure Reaves guided South
Carolina to top 20 rankings in
total offense, scoring offense,
and passing offense.
Reaves is a graduate of the
Univel'l)ity of Florida where he
received a bachelor's degree in
business administration.
He said that he likes to go to
other university and pro training camps in the spring to
learn. This past year he visited
the camps of the Denver
Broncos, Miami Dolphins,
Dallas Cowboys, and the
University of Colorado.
Reaves believes he is ready
for a head coaching position
and hopes that Murray will be
his first opportunity.
He said he has always been
interested in being a head
coach and appreciates the
opportunity MSU has given
him to interview for the job.
"I would love the chance to
be a head coach and to help

John Reaves
After arriving in Murray
Tuesday night, University of
South Carolina assistant coach
John Reaves met with the
press on Wednesday.
Reaves background includes
14 years of professional football experience, in both the
NFL and the now extinct
USFL. In the NFL he was a
quarterback under former San
Francisco 49ers head coach
Bill Walsh, during Walsh's
stint as quarterback coach for
the Cincinnati Bengals.
Also, Reaves was a quarterback for the Houston Oilers,
Philadelphia Eagles, and
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. He is
one of only five quarterbacks
to post back-to-hack 4,000 yard
passing seasons.
During his time in the
USFL, Reaves was quarterback for the Tampa Bay
Raiders, and is the second
leading passer in the league's
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run a program," Reaves said.
"I know that there are a lot
of things ~hat go into being a
head coach. lt is a team effort
with the community, with the
faculty, the staff, the boosters,and the media."

Rockey Felker
A third man with ambitions
of becoming Murray State's
next head football coach,
Felker is a former Mississippi
State head coach, and most
recently the offensive coordinator at the University of
Arkansas.
As a quarterback for
Mississippi State, Felker
received All-SEC honors for
his abilities in 1974. He also
won the conference's MVP
award for that year. He also
played in the 1974 Sun Bowl
before graduating in 1975.
He is also ranked sixth in
passing among all Mississippi
State quarterbacks with a ,
total of2,961 career passing
yards.
As a coach, Felker has an
extensive resume of experience
to his credit. He has held
assistant coaching positions at
Tulsa, Alabama, Memphis
Texas Tech, and Mississippi
State during his career. He
also has participated in five
college bowl games.

Score Cctrcl
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GIMME THE BALL

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

Shonta Hunt, a S-9 junior from Memphis, tries to protect to the Lady Governors. Hunt scored nine points and
the ball from a n Austin Pe ay defende r In their 75-60 loss grabbed three rebounds in the losing effort.

Men's
Basketball

Women's
Basketball

Monday in Racer Arena
TENNESSEE STATE (75)
Huber 0-2 0-0 0, Gilbert 1123 4·7 30, C. Johnson 3·9 2-2
10, Spencer 0-0 0-0 0, Parker
0-2 0-0 0, Kevin Samuel 2-1 1
2-2 7, Keith Samuel 3-7 2-4 8,
J. Johnson 8·15 1·1 17,
Thompson 1-1 1-2 3. Totals
28-70 12-18 75.
MURRAY STATE (87)
Dahl 2-3 4-4 8, Dawson 2-7
0-0 5, Townsend 4-1 0 3-6 11,
Hamilton 0-1 0-0 0, Page 4-7
1-3 11, Rainey 4·10 15-17 23,
Turner 1·1 1-2 3, Mayes 9- 14
4·4 26. Totals 26·53 28-36 87.
Halftime - Murray State 36,
Tennessee State 32. Threepoint goals- Tennessee State
7-24 (Huber 0-1, Gilbert 4-8,
C. Johnson 2·5, Parker 0-2,
Kevin Samuel1·6, Keith
Samuel Q-1, J. Johnson 0-1),
Murray State 7-16 (Dawson 1·
3, Townsend 0·2, Page 2-5,
Rainey 0·1, Mayes 4-S).Fouled
out - Tennessee State
(Thompson). Rebounds- Tennessee State 34 (Kevin
Samuel 7), Murray State 43
(Rainey 10). Assists - Tennessee State 15 (Gilbert 6),
Murray State 21 (Townsend
11). Total fouls - Tennessee
State 26, Murray State 18.
Technicals- None.
A- 4,121

Monday in Racer Arena
TENNESSEE STATE (58)
Holloway 4·12 0-Q 9, McKay
2-3 0-1 4, Hassell 3-18 5-8 13,
Jones 0-2 2-4 2, Williams 0· 1
1·6 1, Ficklin 0·1 0·0 0, Bennett 1-3 3-4 5, Moore 0·5 0-2 0,
Buford 0·0 0-0 0, Brunson 0-2
3·6 3, Swift 6·11 8-12 21.
Totals 16-58 22·41 58.
MURRAY STATE (94)
Coltharp 7- 12 4·5 18,
Pierceall 5-10 0·0 14, Beach 0- ·
0 o-o 0, Higgins 2-2 0·0 6,
Hunt 3-5 4-4 10, Johnson 1-1
2·2 4, Gray 2·4 2-2 7, Minor
10-1 5 3-3 23, Meadors 2·4 0-1
4, Paige 1·2 0-0 2, Uttle 1-2 44 6. Totals 34·57 19-21 94.
Halftime - Murray State 48,
Tennessee State 25. Threepoint goals - Tennessee State
4-20 (Holloway 1-3, Hassell 2·
11, Jones 0·1, Moore 0·2, Swift
1·3), Murray State 7-13
(Coltharp 0-2, Pierceall 4· 7,
Higgins 2·2, Gray 1· 1, Meadors
0-1). Fouled out- Tennessee
State (Bennett), Murray State
(Paige). Rebounds - Tennessee State 31 {Swift 7), Murray State 47 (Minor 13). Assists
- Tennessee State 10 (Hassell
4), Murray State 28 (Meadors
5). Total fouls- Tennessee
State 22, Murray State 29.
Technicals- None.
A -271
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I, t· r s o n a I s
Rico- You bring py to a pert o1 my life that
Is ~ deprived! • Jt:1.j
Signa Phi Epsilorl wWd like 10 welcome
back MSU SIUdenls and wish them good
luck ln lhe Spring semaster.
Alpha Sig&O Gat ready for another great
semester! Keep up all the hard work.
411tya, Ponder
MUtTBy Stat• News Slaff· Keep up the
great woifc 1NS semest« Razzle Dazzle
on the Gold Medal Award to al staff &
~~;;....
·

____________

.t.f4 would like to thank At~ ror a great
mixer. law•!!! s~rs of ArA
Hey Smealhers· Seen anyone In a""Til
coat lately?
Mamy.-Did~
...,you-..,.drop--:otl,..-..the__,.,kids,..,.. lhts
morning? Love lhe Monger
Congratulations to Miss Kentucky Co\a'lty
Falr Queen Ken Bazzelll Love, your
cheet1eaders, Hom. RenTHROW, and
Sutton__. ___________

T818 and Ton you are lhe best lila In the
world. I missed you OV81' break. • Y8S
Ponder

_.....,.__,,...,.....,.........,--,--

Sodety for Collegiate Journalists lnfor·
mational meeting on January 30, Wilson
HaH Room 213 5 p.m. Everyone invrtedl
AAfl's: Chapter meellng Informal on
Tuesday Jan. 21 4:30 at house. Park at
00. Presenting lhe slate.
s;gep.. Have • great semestef and just
remembet tllal we love you and .. we're
still watching! Love. The Golden Hearts,
formerly The Incredible Eight
Stet- Congrats on your new Jobl We'll
have fun this semester! Oh, and HeyWhen was the lastbme you dropped your
kids oil!

-......,,..,..,...--,..,....,...,...--.,....

Renfroe and Hom- Had 11r1 With you in
l.ot.isville Saturday, e~~en if you wouldn1
lei me eat at V1to's.. Can't w8ll until the
Carbondale Roadtrip1 Maybe we won't
run out of gas th1s tlmel

To my Angel, Thanks for making my
Christmas break so special! i• UI
UMTWTM
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Free T· Shlrt + $1000 Credit Card
Fundrlllee11 lor ITalemitiel. sororities &
groups. Ani campus organization can
raise up 10 $1000 by eeming a whopping
$5/VISA application. Cell 1·800-932·
0528 ext 65. Qualified callers receive free

T-shl:.;.;rt;..
. - - -- -- - - - - Selnd C.re from $175. Poraches, Cadil·
lacs, Chevys, BMWs. Corvertes. Also
Jeeps, 4WO's. Your ArM. Toll Free 1·
800-218-9000 Ext. A·7508 for current list-

~---------------

STEEL BUILDINGS • Sale 30lc40X10,
$4,629, 40X60x14, $8,192; 50x75x14,
$10,990,
50x100x16,
$14,598;
~OOic'tt,: $18.880. Mini-storage build·
lngs, 30x100. 20 units, $9.692. Free
brochures. Sentinel Buildings, 800-327·
0790, extension 79.

mall· 800-422·7320, ext. 213. 406-961·
5570,
Fax
406-961·55n.
http:l!www.vislonfntedom.com Satlafac·
bon guaranteed.
DIABETlCS! (USING INSUUN) • Did you
know Medicate or~ COYI!IIS most
supplies? Save money • cal 800-6332001. Uberty Medical. Satisfaction guar·
anteed. No HMO membera. Mention
2519.:.::10;;..·- - - - - - -

ll t.· l p

\\-anted

Prestigious coed sleepaway camp in
notthe8sl PA seeks~ and specialists In all team & lnclviduaJ sports.
horsel:leck rkting, tennis, gymnastics, lheatte, dance, musk:, magic, circus, waterfront, pioneering, science, & arts & crafts
Great salaries and perks. On~
lnteMewa on 2110. Call Island Lake a1
8()().S69-8()83.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Earn $2500
part·lime-$8000 full-time per monctl ~
ceSSUlg Insurance claims for healthcare
provider& Software purcnase required
plus computer. Flnanolng available.
http://wvffl samsi com 800-722-SAMS.
OWN YOUR OWN • Apparel, shoe,
westemwear, lingerie. bridal~ or S1 00
SIOre. lndudes inventory, fiiCUes, buying
trip, tralmng. Minimum investment
$17,500.00. Call Dan at Ltberty Fashions.
501·327-8031 .LUMP SUM CASH NOWI
• We buy your Insurance settlement,
annuity, mortgage notes. or tottery win·
nings payments for cash! Quick closings
800-338-6815. ext. 100
CASH FOR HOME OWNERS • Credit
problems understood No application fee.

As low as: $10,000 lor $95 a month,
$25,000 for $239 a month, $40,000 for
$382 a month. Ftxed rates 800-6698957.
WOLF-=F-=:TA~N~N~IN
~G~B=-::E==D~S· =ra-n-at horne.
Buy direct and savel Commercial or
home units trom $199.00. Low monthly
payments. Free color catalog Cal today
800-842· 1310
20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! · Safe,
repld, non-surgical, permanent restoration 6-8 weeks. Airline pdot developed.
Doc1or approved. Free Information by

S1 000'a Poalbla TYDina.Part Tme. AI
Home. Toll Free t-800-2f8-9000 Ext. T·
7508 lor Ustings.
StOOO'a Poulble Reeding Boob. Part
11me. AI Home. Toll Free 1-8()()..2169000 Ext R-7508 for Ustings.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS • Tranng available. Students
welcome. Experience pays up 10 28e par
mile. Excellent benefits lndud1ng compa •
ny paid Insurance; 800-842.()853.
DRIVERS: · Start at27·32e a mile. Aals·
es to 36e a mie Home~ 9-12 days
with usigned ttactor. Medical, dental,
retirement $1,000 terp and quarterly
safety bonus. Homady Truck Une 800648-9664, ext. SW-2.
DRIVERS. J.B. HUNT'S WILUNG TO
PAY • For the best drivers in the tnduatry.
Beginning February 25th, drivers with 1
year experience ~I stert eamlng .37t to
40c a mile. Call. 800·2JB-HUNT. EOE.
Subject 10 drug sc:tMI'I.

AVON • Money! Money1 Money! • Homebased busnl8SS sea best products. Easy
methods start you eaming quickly. 4-6
hourSI'weekly. Independent Sales Repre·
sentalive. 800-831-1793

DRIVER. GUARANTEED HOME TIME'S
OUR • PRIORITY! • Companylleamel
EXceptional miles, Frelghtllner Corwen·
llonals, no touch lreight, &Carting solo pay
up 10 $.31 a mele. 8ueke Ules, Inc. 1100To-euSKE (862-8753)

OTR OAIVERS NEEDED • $35-$45,000
per year. lnexperietiCed • A good work
and driving reootd Is required. Get your
COL In 20 daya for $399.00 down, 100%
placement. 800-540--JOBS.
DRIVERS • Over the ~d. 35 states. Flat
wtlh Side&: Late model oonventionals. 3
yeats 8)Cp8rienc:e. Stan 30c per mile +
beneflta. Cal~
DRIVERS PHOENIX TfiANSPOATA·
nON SERVICES · Due to new bUSiness,
now hiring 25 addrtlonal drivers! Operate
out of Georgetown, KV, Weekly dedlcat·
ed routes averaging 4,000 miles. Home
during lhe week ind every weekend, split
up to 35c per mie. 1996 c:ooventional
tractors, quarts!ly fuel bonus, yearly safety bonus. two weeks paicl vacation, paid
company holidays, health irn;urance, life
Insurance, 4011<. Requires positive atti·
tude. Clean MVR, ability to pass OOT
physical and drug seteen. Class A COL
with HazMa1 ~ired. 502-863-<>108.
ORI\IERS, OTR • Advanced Dislrtbutlon
System, $1,000 si(Jl-on bc1nus- Limrted
opentngS for flatbed drivers. Phone appa
approved In 2 hours! 800-646-3438, ext
1007. Owner. operators welcome.
ATTENTION EXPERIENCED TRUCK
DRIVERS • Drive to own! $0 down/.80¢
all miles. Ownership posSible In 18
rnonlhs. Avg 10,000+ miles a month.
Company drivers: Newer Eqwpment.
Competitive pay and bent>fits. New Apple
Unes 800-843-8308 or 800-843-3364.
Madison, SO Mon-Fn 8·5 CST. Calil

DYNAMIC KENTUCKY COMPANY •
Seeks career-minded Individuals to mar·
ket a unique financial product around
Ken1Udly's leading citizens_ 100%
ref8fred leads In-house tralrling, &toe~~
options, qualified trll&. For first Interview
call Steve, 606-741·5922.
OWNER, OPERATORS • Company dr1·
vera. team drivers. Introducing Elite
Express, Inc. Our name says II alii Call us
for OTR OllJlO'Mlties. 800-441-4318

DRIVERS • Covenant ttalnets earn over
$70,000. Covenant teams eam over
$100,000 and run 225,000 miles a year.
Make money and get the most miles. Call
today. Experienced driwrs and
owner/operator teams 800-441-4394.
Graduala sludlniiiJ00.338.6428.

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLOFASHIONED WEDDING • Smoky Mountains near GaUinburg, overlooldng river,
horse-drawn carnage, cabins, jac:uzzl,
ordained mlnlalers. No tests or waJiing.
Heartland 8C)().4.48.6697 (VOWS).

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN • Be matried

in our maarificent motKiteinlop chapel
surroundedby trees & awesome views ol
the Smoklea! Pigeon Forge! For reeerva·

DRIVERSIOTR • Teams & Singles.
Guarameed home policy. No touch
freight. No northeast. Min. 23. 1 year
OTFI. COL w/Hazmat Paschall TMk
Unes, Inc. 80().848.0405. EOE.

lions
800.729·4365.
http://wwN.mvchapel.com

DRIVERS OTR • For mainly M~Ctt\te&t,
Southeast, Soulh. No New Yoitc City.
Home oftan, no lri)ecing, paid weekly
al mAts. New equipment, 2 yeatS OTA.
800-896-8118 Omaha, NE.

GET MARRIED • Smoky Mounteons.
Areas most beauiii\A Chapels, elegant
wt1ite or cedar mounlaln top chapel, gil'·
den gazebo. Chtlatian seMces, lmo,
cab1ns,___
allordable
fl00.893.
7V4.
_ _No
_tests.
__
_

MECHANIC • Experienced on heavy constn;ction eqUipment and lruoks. Must
have own 10018. Apply at 1272 Otd Fern
Vallfry Road. Louisville, KY 40219. Equal
()pportLOty Employer.
MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% down, refinancing, equ1ty loan. Free sellefs pad<·
age, land or home loans. Green Tree
Ffnancial, 800-895·1900. Nallon'a lead·
log mobHe home lender.
ATTENTION VETERANS: · Home loans
to purchase or relnance. 100% pun:has·
•• 90% l8financ:88 141 to $144,00000.
Phone etaraoce PNJrlpS Mortgage Com·
pany, 615-684·1029 .

Tr41vel
Spmg Break Bahamu Party CruiSel 6
Days $2791 lnduciM al meals. Part18S &
Taxes! Great beaches & NighUifel
Leaves from R . Laudef'dale! springbtaak·
~vel.com 1-800-678-6386
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break Spe·
clalsl 7 Nights air & hotel form $4291
Save $150 on food. drinks & free parties!
111% 1owes1 price guarantee! spnngbteaktravel.com '1-800-67&6386
Flonda Spring Breakl Panama C11y1
Room with kitchen near bars $119! Day·
tona- best locatiOn $1391 Flonda's NNt
hotspot- Cocoa Beach Hilton $169!
springbreaktravel.com 1·8()().678-6386

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE
• Gadinburg'e original wedding chapels
(S111C8 1980). Pllotography, ITIUSIC, flow.
era, limos, jacuzzi surte, fireplaces. Wed·
cings lor any budget. Rev, Ed Taylor aoo346·2n
_.;..
e _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AN AFFORDABLE AND ROMANTIC
WEDDING • In the Smoky Mountelna.
Several wedding packages to choose
from. Beaut1ful honeymoon suites 1n
Gatlinburg. No waJtlrog. ordalned minister.
800-619-3397.
OFFERED
SERVICE
AFFORDABLE LEGAL SERVICES •
Dovorce $95. Other sei'VICes trom $45.
Complete professional servtce not a dolt-yourself kit. Affordable Law Aaeoclation
502-638-0700.

SPORTSWEAR
CUSTOM SCREEN PJUNTatSMBROm&RY

759-4180

H/ELetJ#EB/Ietf:
S'TVfOE!VTS/
Bel Air Center

753-0963

FOR ALL YOUR MSU AND GREEK
CLOTHINGAl~D ACCESSORIES

It%

OFF

14N~

~4LE

17-lll

Across from Sparks Hall104 N. 15 St.

Cruise $279
Cancun $399
l~!!!!~£!.~:!!2
6 Days • AI lieall • F• Pollllll •lldudM T -

7 Nig!B • Ail+ Hall!• S..ll50011 foocl & Oorlol

Florida $119
7 N'..;.a •" - t t y, Oa,!DIIt' C!x018Mcll

SfHiallkult Tr&Wll- O.r lOIII Yea.rt

t -800-678-6386
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Welcome back Murray State
students, faculty and staff!
Have a great semester!

Bahamas P..ty
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Continued from Page 1

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

Tamara Dodson, sophom o re accounting
and exercise science m ajor from Fancy

NUTT
Continued from Page 1

not anything out of the ordinary.
"That's not unusual," Frank
said. "You never know when
you1l win a championship, and
it's not in the budget. That's
something you can't plan on.
It's a $20,000 to $30,000
expense which doesn't come up
very often, and to have it for
the second year in a row, it's a

January

COLD

Bookworm

-

The Murray State News

New-s

Farm, pauses t o read o ne of the books she
was reshelving in Waterfield Library.

recruitment of Billy Jack
lot of money."
Nutt was most upset not with Haskins, a quarterback at the
a small budget but a small fan University of Kentucky last
season, who transferred to
base, Frank said.
"What bothered Nutt most Rhode Island after considering
was a lack of fan support," he Murray State.
"I would assume that if
said. "To be ranked number
four in the country and look up Houston had stayed, Billy Jack
and see all those empty seats is would be at quarterback for
disappointing, especially dur- Murray State next season,"
ing the playoffs. Boise State Frank said. "He had been to
averaged 19,000 to 20,000 fans campus a couple of times and
a game and they had a 3-7 sea- he seemed to like it."
Haskins cited Nutt's leaving
son."
Frank also discussed the as a factor in his decision.

good to me what-so-ever. I've
had sinus problems with it
changing from when it was
warm and coming to cold
again and then finally it gets
cold and you're going, 'Please,
let's get it over with, and come
on summer."'
Murray was blanketed with
snow and ice, as well as colder
temperatures, a few days
prior to the first day of classes. The hazardous traveling
conditions did not delay the
beginning of classes, however,
forcing students to make the
trip to class in extremely cold
weather.
This left many simply wishing to be anywhere but here
right now.
Unfortunately for those who
are already having dreams of
sun, sand and night drives
with the windows down, the
National Weather Service is
calling•for below normal tern·
peratures for at least another
week. Normal temperatures
for this time of year are lower
40s for highs and 20s for lows.
But until the time when
wanner days show, Princeton
Sophomore Brooke Rawlins
will continue to fight back as
best she can.
"I've been bundling up in
gloves, a scarf and a hood even though I look stupid in
it," she said, adding that in
weather like the campus experienced earlier in the week
she would just as soon stay in
bed and stay warm.
Jymiela Ervin, freshman
from Louisville, had another
idea, however.
"What would I rather be
doing right now? I'd probably
be somewhere vacationing...."

· Spring Semester Checklist
As the first week of classes draws to a close,
students need to be sure they have "checked-off"
on everything they need to do. By this time nearly
all should have completed the list ... have you?
~ Scheduling, drop/add and credit card pay-

ments will continue through today.

~

Registration packets
"noj ~uired for
the spring semester... t r-- \:.X'l\~.-·\..
'

~ International studerit@
Center for lnternation
-.,..;J

\

l~ ' .,~·.

\t:..

ould ~~o

'{/~~'

Public Safetx~oqjce ._

,g~~~~~~ their schedules

)Et.fi~IO·nor

Hall.

'reonstr:attc»n and drop/add processing
completed through RACERmust
TOUCH at 762-3500.
Source: MSU News Bureau

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

Every week you
don't advertise with
The News
you throw your money
away.
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You know what your business is doing, but does everyone else know? -..,
What is your competition doing to your business? Take action NOW!!!
..._
Advertise in The Mu"ay State News.
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